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INTRODUCTION 
Man's ever yearning curiosity to fathom the intri-
cate mechanisms of life has been considerably aide d through 
. the use of radioactive isotopes as tracers. Isotopes are 
substances whose at·oms have the same chemical propert ies, 
but differ from ea ch othe r in atomic weight. This may be 
explained by a brief resume of the atomic theory. 
ATOMIC THEORY OF MATTER 
An atom is comp osed of a central nucleus contain-
ing protons (particles with p ositive charges ) and neutrons 
(non-charged partrncles), and negat ive l y charged planetary 
I electrons circulating outside this· nucleus. 
, 11 atoms are uncharged , i.e., electrically neutral, the number 
S ince isolated 
of e l e ctr ons must be identical with the number of protons . 
A proton is about 1840 times as heavy as an electron , and 
is arbitrarily taken as weigh i ng approximately one; a neu-
tron is the oretically taken as having the same weight as a 
proton. 'I'hus , the atomic weight of an element may be con -
sidered as the sum of the protons and neutrons in the nuc-
l eus ; the atomic number is the nw11ber of planetary ele c-
trons. Since the physical properties .of .·· an element are 
attributable to the atomic weight and the chemical prop-
I: 
II 
1: 
<i 
I 
erties to t he atomic number, an isotope would have the same 
amount of electrons (or protons) but a different amount of 
neutrons. 
Hydrogen presents a sligh t exception to t h e above 
in that t h ere are no neutrons i n the atom. It has one 
proton for t h e nucleus, and one planetary electron. A 
natur ally occurring i s otope is heavy h ydrogen, or deuter-
ium, c omposed of one proton, one neutr on, and one electr on. 
An atom of deuter i um is stable, i. e ., it is not radioactive 
e 
.....___ 
e. 
8 \ ~ ~ ~ \U) 
A B c 
Figure 1. Th e Isotopes of Hydrogen. 
A) Hydrogen, B) Deuterium, C) Tritium. 
e, planetary electron; n, neutron; 
p, prot on. 
and does not decay . A s econd isotope, hydrogen with atomic 
wei ght t hree { tri tiwn), which has been prepared in t h e 
cy clotron, is radioactive and disint egrates at a definite 
and constant rate, eventually becomi n g hydrogen atomic 
weight one. 
2 
GBRONOLOGY OF DISGOVEH I ES 
The property t hat certain naturally occurring heavy 
elements emit sub-atomic particles from their nuclei was 
discovered accidentally in 1896. Becquerel found that 
uranium or uranium compounds when placed next to a photo-
graphic plate affected it such that when developed, it was 
spotte d in the area of contact. The spots were caus ed by 
the radioactive disintegration of the uranium which exerted 111l 
an effect on the photographic emulsion of the plate. In 
1906, Geiger invented an appHratus for detecting and count-
ing «-particles given off by unstable atoms. The alpha 
particle is an a tom of h elium stripped of its orbital elec-
trons, i.e., a helium ion (the nucleus composed of two 
protons and two neutrons). Further development in collab-
oration with Miiller led to the perfection of an instrument 
sensitive to all t ypes of radiation , the Geiger-MUller 
tube~--:' invaluable to the scientist interested in using 
radioactive atoms for tra cers. 
Radioactivity had aroused the interest of the 
scientific world for more t han a score of years, but as 
yet it was merely a curiosity. It was realized t hat atomic 
disintegration was a process which neither could be slowed 
down nor speeded up in any way ; its rate of reaction was a 
constant for each element. The use to which it could be 
3 
! 
put was still a mystery until l t h e year 1923 . I n t hat year, 
Hevesy utilized radioactive atoms for t h e investigation of 
b iological ph enomena; h e to ok advanta ge of the i nstab ility 
of lead (th orium- B) obtained from the natural decay of 
radium to study t he circulation of materials in plants. 
Subsequent to t h e discovery of artifici al rad ioactivity 
by Curie and Joliot (19 34 ; Joliot and Curie , 1934), a new 
i aspe ct of res ear ch loomed before t he experimental world. 
j The first biol ogical exp er i ment to be performed using 
li artificial r ad ioactive a toms for tracers, was by Chiewi tr: 
j· and B. evesy in 1935 . They studied t he me tabolism of ph os-
~~ p h orus in rats employ i ng the radio1Sotope of' the element. 
I hith t h e i nvention a nd fur t her de velopment of t h e cy clo-
11 tron ( Sloan and Lawrence , 1931; Lawre n ce e t al, 1932 ; 
li 
1 1936 ; 1939), t h e mean s of manufaqturing unstable isotopes 
I 
1 became simplified , and t heir availability to the s:.ciences I , 
1: 
l; 
)i 
greater. 
Prior tb the employment of radioactive substances 
i n tracing r eactions, metab olic problems h ad been investi-
gated by other meth ods. Th is wa s accomplisped by add ing 
a r adical or orga nic phe nol group, f or example, t o t he 
a ctual mole cule us ed by t he organism under study, t h en 
analy zing by chemica l means for t h ese labe lled molecul es 
(Ra din, 1947). Objections arose t o t h is procedure; since 
t h e additions were not normally pre sent, results ob t a ined 
4 
would be from unphysiological conditions. For example, 
the molecule being larger, t h e diffusion rate would be 
altered, or else being foreign to the organism, the mole-
cule would not necessarily have entered into metabolic 
proce s se s at all. Anoth er me t h od, still being used today 
withmuch success, was the employment of stable rather 
t nan radioactive isotope s as t ra cers (Stetten, 1948). 
Further expansion of such experiments will be outlined 
below. 
lu:E. ThODb OF MA NU./A C'I'URl:.. OF HADIOACTIVE I SOTOPES 
.ttadioactive elements which are used for labelling 
metabolites and study&ng reactions may be made in various 
way s depending up on which isotope is desired. The methods 
now in use are: (1) dire ct bombardment of inactive atoms 
wi t l.1 h i gh speed charged particles in the cyclotron, · ( 2) 
bombardment with slow neutr ons produced from a beryllium-
r adium mixture (Sea borg, 1947), and ( :3) bombardment in a 
uranium chain r eacti ng pile (Manhattan Project Announce-
ment, 1946). 
'r o attain t he required s pe ed for bombarding a toms, 
since t ne linear acceleration of particles is difficult, 
II 
li 
II I 
jl 
I 
I' 
I 
II 
the cy clotron i mpose s a circular acceleration . The I par- 1 
desired ) ticles are circulated in a magnetic field until t he 
velocity is reached, t hen rel'eas:ed at t he targe t ( cf· Figure I 
rl 
5 
I 
II 
2). Unfortunately hits are few. If t he nucleus of a I! 
hydrogen atom were ~epresented by a ball one centimeter in 1l 
diameter, the planetary electr on revolving in its orbit 
would be a speck one hundred yards away. Since t he intra-
atomic space is much greater t h an the actual matter of the 
atom, t he probability t hat a bombarding particle will 
collide with the nucleus is slight ( cf Figure 4). An 
I 
addition 'factor decreasing t h is probability , is t hat of 
Figure 2 . The Cyclotron. 
c, vacuum ch amber be t ween magnetic 
poles ( N,S); D-1, D-2, Insulated, 
h ollow semicircular electrodes to 
accelerate particles; F, Ion '-: source 
at center. 
ele:ctrostat ic repulsion , for the nucleus carries a positive 
charge and par ticles used in t he cy clotron are also posi-
tively charged (cf Figure 3). In t he case ~ a direct h it, 
this factor is eliminated, since the charge on the nucleus 
is not enough to cause a repulsion of the b ombardi ng 
particles (cf Figure 4). 
'I I, 
I! 
I! 
II 
6 
I· 
I! 
lj 
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I 
The use of neutr ons seems to be more satisfactDry, 
in t hat t b ey are electrically neutral and are not repelled 
by the nuclei of t he target material. Because t hey are 
I, 
II 
,I 
r 
:I 
uncharged, how ever, t heir us e in t he cy clotron is nugatory : I' 
the ma gne tic field will not affect them. Neutrons result 1 
from the fission of an atomic nucleus; t h e effect of radium 1: 
radiation on beryllium, for example, causes t_h.e breaking I' 
jl 
These neutrons are jl 
II 
of the nucleus, t hus emitting neutrons. 
0 
A~. 
(~ p \ 
~ 
B 
--- ..... 
/ "'\ 
2 p \ 
2 n 1 
c 
Figure ~ . Bombarding Particles. 
0 
D 
A) Proton,(hydrogen nucleus); B) Deuteron, 
(deuter ium nucleus); C) Alpha particle, 
(helium nucleus); D) Neutron. A, B, an<'!. C 
may be used in t h e cy clotron since t h ey all 
possess positive charges; Dis not used in 
the cy clotron since it is electrically 
neutral. 
I 
I 
11 
I· I! 
,I projected at a tremendous velocity and must be slmved down 
It 
)) 
I! 
II 
I 
·I 
,, 
in paraffin or water to be us eful for bombarding other 
eleme nts and producing isotopes. Also t he discharged 
neutrons a:f:fect neighboring atoms and cause further dis-
inte grations. This procedure may be cont~lled and carried 
on for long per iods o:f time (the principle of the chain 
reacting pile) or else contr olled so t hat a sudden explo-
sion from many simultaneously de cay ing atoms results (the 
7 
II 
II 
I' 
II 
I 
principle behind the atomic bomb) ( Gaddum, 1946). 
Although enhancing the availability of isotopes, 
their preparation in a chain reacting pile has its limita-
p----r.:::::::::;:--
p ---f---
p-~---
p -----'1:---
P--~-­
p __ ___,~:...--
A B 
C D 
Figure 4. 'The bombardment of atoms. 
A. Illustrating that the chances for miss-
ing the nucleus are greater than for 
hitting. 
B. Bombarding vlith positive particles: they 
are repelled if not a direct hit. 
O. Bombarding with positive particles: a 
direct h :i, t • 
D. Bombarding v1ith neutrons: although not 
a direct hit, they may be incorporated 
into the nucleus. 
E ) orbital electrons, N) atomic nucleus, 
P) path of b ombarding particles. 
tions. The extensive variety of radioactive isotopes ob-
tained as products of the cyclotron is not attained with 
I! s 
I 
t 
II 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I' 
II 
,, 
'I 
I 
I 
1: 
il 
I 
1: 
I' 9 
I· 
~ ~-T~ an atomic pile, since a greater diversity in energy and ty p J: 
of bombar ding particle is used in the former. Albeit there J! 
II 
I 
I 
! 
is a :: large number of isotopes produced, difficulties arise 
in their purification f~omthe parent element. Isotopes in 
grea t e st demand, such as carbon-14, s u lphur-35, phosphorus.,. 11 
32 , etc., must be produced by the irradiation of materials 1 
forei gn to the pile • As of 1946, the pile of the Manhattan r 
I 
Project was not designed for such . The pile is a copious I 
I 
I source of neutrons, but unfortunately it is not limitless. 
.. ,,1 
It may be loaded for non-fission radioisotope production, 
and the chain reaction may cease before sufficient quantity \! 
of product is obtained. Technical problems may be encoun- I! 
ji tered; e.g., a proper distribution of materials in the pile 1 
must be maintained ~9 prevent local overheating or explo-
sions . (Manhattan Project Announcement, 1946). One may 
appreciate the neceasity for newly designed piles to bring 
to a minimum the difficulties and intricacies of isotope 
production. 
PRODUC'riON OF RADIOA CTIV:E!; ISOTOPRS 
When a sub-atomic particle does strike a nucleus 
of the target material, various reactions may occur: it may 
be incorporated to form a radioactive isotope, it .may be 
partially captured, e. g., a deuter on mab( split up into a 
neutron and a proton, the fnrmer entering the nucleus, the 
I 
I 
f 
.I 
J· I 
i 
I 
I 
latter radiating, or in the ease of b~nbarding heavy atoms, 
a fis s ion of the nucleus into many smaller radioactive 
atoms may: ·result (Gaddum, 1946 ). 
Radioactive iodine has been produced by bombarding ~~ 
inactive iodine-127 with slow neutrons. The resulting !I 
isotope has an atomic weight of 128 and a half life of 25 
minutes. (The half life of unstable a toms is the length 
of time for one half of a given quantity of material to 
decompos e ). Iodine-128 has also been made by the action 
of deuterons on tellurium. By irradiating iodine-127 with 
fast neutrons, I-126 with a half life of 1~ days is formed. 
A mixture of iodine-126 and 124 (half life 4 days) is ob-
tained by bombarding antimony with alpha particles. If 
the mixture is allowed to decay for several days, sufficient 
I 
I 
amounts of the lighter isotope will have disintegrated, so ·1 
I 
that I-126 will be left. Radioiodine wi t t'l an atomic weight I 
. I 
of 1~1 and a half life of 8 days is produced by the action 
I . of deuterons on tellurium (Livingood and Seaborg, 1938). 
A further method of obtaining radioactive iodine is by 
the bombardraent of ethyl iodide with neutrons. 
reactiop resulting possesses sufficient energy 
bo't'\d 
the chemical bet vveen the ethyl radical and the 
,.... 
The separation of the iodine produced is easily 
The nuclear 
to split i 
iodine atoms J 
L 
accomplished 
by solution in carbon tetrachloride since elemental I-128 
is the product of the bombarruaent (Hertz, Roberts, and 
10 
I 
I 
1\ 
I! 
I! 
Evans, 1908). 
Radioactive elements prepared in the above manners 
are the n ready for conver sion i nto molecular form for us e 
in metabolic stud i es. Since nuclear r adiation may be det-
I 
rimental to the life of a chemist synthesizing labe lled 
comp ounds, spe cial techniques are required, such as lead 
blocks as shields, long pole s for manipulators, and over-
head mirrors to watch the procedure (Wickett, 1948). 
AVAILABI LITY OF RADIOISOTOPES 
An experimental laboratory may purcha se radioactive 
isotopes to be us ed for tracer studies in the elemental 
state and have t h em incorp orated into comp ounds by commer- I 
cial h ous e s such a s Tracer Labs, Inc., in Boston, or obtain .I 
t h em as compounds for i mmediate use directly from t h e iso- I 
tope source, i.e., a cyclotr on or atomic pile. To get 
isotopes from the Manhattan Prbj ect, r e quest must be submit 
ted to t nt isotopes Branch , Re search Divis ion, Malli~attan 
District . Here a corrnnittee of scientists from colleges 
country 
and universities throughout theAact as an intermediary for 
the allocation and distributio~ of isotopes• Requests are 
then referred to the -Advisory Board which is responsible 
for advising on the a a location and distribution according 
to the scientific value of the intended utilization of the 
radioisotopes. If the materials are for human use, the 
11 
t 
II I 
I 
I 
I 
application is directed to another subcommittee wh ich has 
final veto power. By following the above procedure, any 
and all accredited laboratories or universities have access 
- to the isotopes produced at the Manhattan District, Oak 
Ridge, Tennessee. Subsequent to the increasing number of 
uranium piles and flll'ther de velopment of the cyclotron, the 
availability of radioisotopes has increased markedly in the 1 
past few years. 
At present the purest form of nuclear research 
(investigation of the atom as well as production and use 
of radioactive isotopes) is taking place at the Berkeley 
Radiation Laboratory of the University of California, under 
the direction of E.O. Lawrence. The eastern counterpart 
of Berkeley is Brookhaven National Laboratory on Long 
Island, New York. Here nine universities (Harvard, Massa-
chusetts Institute of Technology, Yale, Johns Hopkins, 
University of Pennsylvania, Princeton, Columbia, Cornell, 
and University of Rochester) have collaborated to form · 
Associated Universities, Inc. At Brookhaven a chain re-
acting pile is in operation for the productj_on of isotopes 
for tracer studies in the natural sciences (biology, chem-
istry, and physics). 
ARGUMEN'I'S CONCERNING THE USE OF RADIOISQTOPES: AGAINST 
Concurrent with the increasing' use of radioactive 
12 
I 
i 
I 
II 
II 
II 
,. 
II 
,, 
I, 
II 
II 
I! 
I! 
I' 
li 
li 
tracers, scepticism aros e from many quarters. Scott and 
Cook (1937) studied morph ological changes in animals and 
man following administration of tracer substances, and 
I' 
obs erved a slight but def inite decreas e i n polymorphonuclearl 
leucocyt es in t h e blood of grov1i ng ch icks. The effect v;as 
due to selective accumulation of r ad ioactive ph osphorus 
in t he bone marrow. Any permanent ill effects on t he gr ow- 11 
i' ing chicks w· er•e not observed; t hey grew normally . 1-l. l t h ough 1: 
t h ey found t hat all tissu es in gener'al are r adios ensitive, 1i 
t h ose most atfected by nuclear radiations are the hemato-
poietic system, lymph oid tissue, and the intestinal epi-
t heliUln. Brewer (1937) stated t ha t in different parts of 
the body t here is a sligh t but detectable difference be-
t we en t h e amounts of isotopes pres ent. Using t h e mass 
spe c trogr aph , he determined t h e isotope abundance r a tio 
of potassium in the mar row, bone, s keletal, smooth, and 
cardiac muscle, t hyroid, kidney, and liver of h or s es. He 
found tha t the lining of t he auricle and small intestine 
poss ess a h igh K-~9 concentra tion, whereas bone marrow 
possessed a h igh K-41 conc entra tion. He concluded t h at 
tissues are able to discri~inate between t he various iso-
topes of an element. Barnett (1939), using r adioactive 
sodium, found t hat it entered t h e red blood corpuscles 
quite easily. He suggested t hat beta and gamma rays 
emitted by the sodium may denature t he proteinaceous 
'I 
II 
il 
II 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
1:5 
. I 
I 
monomolecular membrane of t he blo od cells, 
contained within t h e cells. Al be it h e did 
or t he proteins li 
not dogmatically I! 
say t hat such occurr ed, he warned against t h e indiscrimin-
ate use of radiotracers until it is firmly established 
t h at they are harmless. 
ARGUlVlEWl 'S CON CER NING THE USE OF RADIO I SOTOPES : FOR 
tievesy (1940) claimed t h at the objections raised 
by Barne t t were not jus tifiable. He argued that if the 
noxious effect of radiations emitted by radioactive indic-
ators is stressed, then every organ and tissue i n t he b ody 
r 
I 
I 
I j 
I 
I 
I 
II 
i 
is constantly under t h e influence of such an effect due to 
radiopotas s ium everpres ent i n naturally occurring potassium.! 
He pointed out t hat t h e essential principle of tra cer I! 
methods was not based on t he radiations emitted with in the 
animal, but rather wa s t ha t t b.e particles sh ould be percep-
tible with a sensitive i ns trument such as a Ge iger-M-llller 
counter. Hamilton and Alles (1939 ) tested for any phys io-
logical effects produced in dogs by radioactive substances 
-5 -4 
i n concentrations of 2.5xl0 to 2.5x l0 
. I 
per k ilogram
1 
moles 
of body weight. Solutions of K-:~c l, Rb-:~61, Na-::-Cl, and Ra~~ 
emanations in isotonic NaCl (an ast erisk placed after a 
chemical symb ol sign ifies t hat t he atom is radioactive) 
were injected intravenously and intra-arterially . Con trol 
solutions of t he natural comp ounds of t h e a bove (KCl, Rb Cl, 
I 
I 
I 
14 
==r 
j1 Nael, and isotonic NaCl alone) were used. No physiolog-
, 
ical differences could be observed betwe en the effects of 
the radioactive substances and the corresponding inactive 
compounds used in the same concentrations. Lasnitzki and 
Brewer (1938) reversed the finaings of Br ewer (1937). 
Using the mas s spectrograph on various regions of rats of 
the Jensen strain, they determined the ratio of the t wo 
isotopes of' potassium; the i dentical technique was used 
on inorganic potassima compounds. The ratio was found to 
be constant, hence they concluded that living tis sue did 
not prefer one atom to another of an isotopic series. In 
other words, ·isotopes do conform to t h eir definition tha. t 
they have t h e same ch emical (he re biochemical) properties 
although differ ing in atomic weight. 
Experiments by Mullins in 1939 on Nitella. cells 
i mmersed in a. smlution conta i ning Na-~·Cl, sh owed t h a t 
radiations of one to 50 millicuries p er liter of solution 
caused a decrease i n absorption r ate of sodium according 
to the formula 
· 1 
A. R. o( . tog millicurie dose • 
To find whe ther this was caused by a radiation ef'f'ect or 
differential pe netr ation of' inactive sodium rather t han 
Na-::· , duplicate experiments were performed using K~~ and 
X-rays. He discovered t hat t h e decreased ratio was due 
15 
to the radiations, but doses below one millicurie per· 
did not affect absorption of materials by Nitella cells. 
In some tracer studies utilizing deuteriQ~, there 
may be a very slight difference in diffusion rate as com-
pared with its isotope, hydrogen. Since diffusion rate 
varies inversely with the square root of the molecular 
weight, the one hundred percent increase in atomic weight 
would affect the rate, should t h e isotopes be used in the 
elemental form. As a compound, e. g., n2o (heavy water), 
the weight increment is proportionately l e ssened, and with 
larger and heavier molecules, the relative difference in 
weight is lowe red even mor·e. With other isotopes, such as 
iodine (stable iodine atomic weigh t 127, I -::- atomic weight 
101) the relative discr epency in weight is small to begin 
with. Upon compounding, the difference becomes negligible, 
and any difference in diffusion rate is so subtle it may 
only be detected by extremely s ensitive physical apparatus 
(Goudsmit, 1939). Since the diffusion rates are for all 
practical p~poses the same, it is assumed th at within the 
living organism a radioactive tracer would diffuse like 
its inactive analogue. 
CON CLUSI )NS CONCE.i:-(NI NG 'l'HE USE OF HADIO I SOT OPES 
Universally accepted conclusions regarding the use 
of radioactive isotopes for indicators in biol ogical experi J 
16 
ments are : 
(l) t hat dosages used in tracer studies are small e-
r< 
nough not to alter physiolog ical conditions within t h e I body , 
II t hrough radioactive effects alone ; 
. II (2) that tissues are not a ble to differentiate between 
1
1 
tvvo isotopes; lj 
(~ -) that by the use of isotopes the closest approxima- jl 
·! tion to the natural state of a mol ecule is obtained, as 
co-mpared t o oth er meth ods of labelling , t hus one may draw 
conclusions concer ning the activity of atoms in living 
tissue (Goudsmit, 1939 ; Radin, 1947). 
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'l;HE IviliASUREmENT OF RADIOACTIVI 1rY IJ 
t 
F ollowing the discovery of radioactivity , u nits for II 
measurement had to be devis ed. The Ra d iolog ical Con- I! its 
gress in Brussels in 1910, assigned t h e "curie" as the 
arbitrary unit in h onor of Ma dame Curie wh o d iscovered 
rad ima in t hat year. As defined by t he congress, one curie 
is t h e amount of radon in equilibrium with one gram of 
pure r adium (Condon and Curtiss, 1946 }; i.e., t he number 
of primary particles emitted by one gram of elemental r a d ium 
[' 
p er unit time ( 3 .47xlo10 disintegrations per s e cond per 1: 
gram) (Kamen , 194 6 ). By using appropriate apparatus, a ' j 
r a d ioactive substance is determined to h ave proportionate 1 
activity, de p ending on t h e extent of emitted particles. I 
For example, a given amount of an u nstab l e element may be ! 
found to h ave 3 .47xlo7 disintegrations per s e cond per gram; II 
I. 
its activity is said to be 11 one millicurie:' Another sample Jl 
may decay at t he rate of 3 . 47x l04 d isintegrations per s e c- 11 
I 
ond p er gram, hence "one mi crocurie'' represents it s activity. 
Condon and Curtiss (1946 ) objected to t h e use of 
t h e curie for several reasons. Primarily, sin c e t he liter- ' 
al definition applies to radium , it s h ould be employed only l 
for the radiuirt family. Se condarily , the va ri ous labora- 1 
tories exper i me nting with radioactivity would h ave differ -
ent equipment and purity of Ra .available, hence activity 
18 
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I 
whe n measured would be specif ic for t h e apparatus in t hat 
1: 
laboratory. They prop e a new unit, t h e rutherford, wh ich ,j 
is e qual to 10~ disintegrations p er s e cond, one microruther~J 
f ord r epresenting one disintegrati on per second. Becau s e iJ 
t h is is a f i xed nwnber, compar ative measureme nts ar e obvia- 11 
,i 
II II 
ted. By reading t he cur rent liter ature , however, i t may 
be observed t h at this new unit is not in common usage; the 
curie still pre vails. 
The measurement of activit y may e ithe r be an a bso-
lute value (rec orded on a detector which has a known res- ; 
p onse to radiations) or a dif f er ential value (compari s on 1 
I 
be t vJeen a known a_nd an unk nown measured u nder identical I ! 
I 
conditions) (Kame n , 1946 ). I n most case s t h e latter me t h od 1 
i s us ed. F'or example , a g iven amount of indica tor is ad-
mi nistered, t hen located in t he ash of a specific organ. 
By comparison of t h e recorded ef f ect of t h e origi nal radio-
isot ope with t hat i n t he ash , t he exper i menter is ab le to 
tell t h e amount concentrated in the tissue. Again, when 
tising a tracer with a relatively sh ort half life i n a pro-
longed experime nt, t h e decay of t h e isotope mu st be tak en 
into consider ati on. At t h e star t t wo dosages of equal 
activity are prepared : one is administered, t h e other kept 
as a s t andard. At the end of the study the standard is 
measured, and a correction for t h e percent decomposition 
applie d to t he radiation found in t he tissue . 
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THB AD1Vli NI S'l'fiA'l ' I O N OF I SO'r OP:GS . 
Radioactive substances may be applied for study in 
various ways. A tracer dose is a minute quantity (micro-
grams) of a particlar radioelement wh ich is used to trace 
or tag the metabol ic p a ttern in a phy siological process 
(Cantr i l , 1946). Th i s may be termed a subphysiological 
dose , since i t Lllp l ies t h e admi n istration of a quantity so 
II 
I' 
;I 
ij 
/I 
I 
II 
II 
slight that it woul d not appreciably alter t h e c oncentratioril 
of the element previously present in the organism (Perlman 
~.!:._ a 1, 1941 ) • F' or example, 100 microcuries of rad ioactive 
iodine have been found to contain only 0.0008 micrograms 
(eigh t tenthousandth s of a gram) of iodine . Since t h e 
I 
I 
I 
II 
II 
II 
II 
average uptake of t h is element is 50 to 100 micrograms per 1/ 
,, 
day in adult human beings , a tracer dose of I-::- does not 
ch ange the concentration in t he b lood ( Stanl ey , 1948 ) . 
Thus by diffusion , t h e minute amount of radioisotope tags 
the e ndogen ous supply of the ~ element, so t hat i t may be 
followed and t he normal behavior determined. By using a 
I! 
I' 
I 
I 
I 
carrier (or labelled) dose , an exogenous quantity of iodine, J 
for example, can be traced . One may infer from this t h at 
one out of every million or so atoms are tagged by t heir 
radiactivity ; h ence the ultimate destination or any of the 
i ntermediate st ep s of a bioch emica l process may be foll owed 
(Perlman ~t al , 1941; Sa l ter , 1940). 
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For the study of endocrine function using r adio-
I 
tracers, administration is accomp lished in several ways 
wh!i;ch will be discus sed belovi. Suffice it to say for the 
present that they are administered orally or by stomach 
tube, by intravenous, intra-arter ial, intracardiac, intra-
peritoneal, or subcutane ou.s injections in isot onicfsaline, 
by addition of t he tra cer to the water environment of 
aquatic animals, to t he incuba ti on solution of tissue 
slices, or to t he diet, as : . Of .  drosoph ila flies (Wheeler, 
1947). 
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DE'I'E CTION AND LOCALIZATION OF RADIOISO'I' OPE S 
N£'l'BODS FOR THI ASSAY OF RADIOA CTIVE I SOrl' OPF:S 
In re s.earcb using radiotr•a cers, t he experimenter 
must at least speculatively know where to look for the 
isot ope, i.e., in what tissues it may concentrate; t he 
reaction mechanisms, i.e., h ow it r eacts in situ; the me~a­
bolic problems, i.e., what the conversion product is; and 
the analytical problems, both qualitative and quant itative 
(Radin, 1947}. With these i n mind, he may excise an organ 
II 
II ,I 
'I 
I 
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ll 
or part of an organ and determine the activity directly . I 
II 
By placing suitable rad iosensitive apparatus over the ex- jl 
I II 
pected site of t he radioactive substance, one may test for ~~~ 
a ctivity in situ (Hamilton, 1947). 
ii 
I 
Another cammon meth od for the radioassay of unstablJ 
II 
isotopes as outlined by Kovarick and McKeehan (1929) is 
II 
that of ash i ng. An excis 6d t i ssue is transferred to a 
II 
small ash ing dish and bu r ned. The ashe s are compacted with II 
a hand press and t he activity determined. Schachner et al 
(1944 ) and Franklin et ~ (1944 ) placed solutions i n a 
Coors milk a shing dish, evaporated them to dryness using j 
an infrared lamp , and as sayed t he remain i ng comp ounds. II 
Solutio:(l s may also be tested for activity by placing a drop I! 
II 
on a very clean and dry flat planchet and evaporating with ll 
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infrared. A planchet is a piece of copper one inch in 
diameter and 0.01 inches thick. By adding a detergent to 
the solution to lower the surf ace tension, the drop covers 
the copper completely and evenly. This procedure may be 
repeated on the same planchet indefinitely to concentrate 
the activity, but no more t han 0.2 milliliters should be 
used at any one time, since the solution may spill over 
the edge (Radioassay Procedures, 1947). 
An interesting technique described by Chagas et al 
(1945} involved the use of micromanipulators. They re-
moved the colloid substance from individual thyroid fol-
licles with a micropipette, placed the drops on tinfoil 
and evapor~ted to dryness. The amount of colloid was de-
termined by measuring t h e size -of the drop; the activity 
was determined by means of a Geiger-:Mtlller counter. 
A suspension containing a radioelement may be 
cBotrifuged, the precipitate transferred to an ash ing dish 
with suitable wash liquid, and evaporat ed to dryness. An 
alternate meth od would be to filter the suspension by 
means of o/£mall Buchner funnel and suction apparatus. The 
precipitate is then wa shed with a mixture of acetone or 
alcohol and water to reduce the surfaee tension and prevent 
creeping. With an infrared lamp, vacuum desiccator, or 
dry alcohol and e±her, the filter paper is dried (Radio-
I 
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is advantageous in obtaining accurate results. 
APPARATUS FOR THE DETECTION OF RADIATIONS 
The instrument most commonly employed to perceive 
radiations is the Geiger-Mftller counter, alth ough the 
Lauritsen electroscope and DuBridge vacuum tube electro-
meter have also found application. The GM counter is 
composed of a thin-walled cylindrical glass tube filled 
with an inert gas at reduced pressure. 
I 
I 
The inside surface I 
,I 
of the glass is coated with either copper or silver (usual- II 
ly the latter), which acts as one electrode; the other is 
a fine tungsten wire along the axis of the tube. A large 
potential difference is maintained across these alectr odes. 
When an activated particle (alpha, beta, or gamma.) enters 
the tube, secondary electrons produced from the glass 
cause a.n ionization of the gas within the tube. The ions 
of gas in the electric field traverse the distance between 
the electrodes bringing about momentary pulsations of 
current which are sent t hrough a vacuum tube amplifier, 
then to a me chanical i mpulse counter (Gaddum, 1946; 
Hamilton, 1938). Theoretically, each particle may be 
measured ; in practice, however, the counter is scaled to 
count a predetermined fraction of the total impulses. 
I 
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Cylindrical 
Ag electrode 
To source of current 
mplifier 
To source 
of current 
- ------- Tungsten central 
electrode 
------Silver cylindri-
cal electrode 
Figure 5. Geiger-Ivlil.ller Counters 
I. Generalized diagram 
II. Dipping counter of 
Bale ( 1940) 
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Bale {1940} suggests that a dipping GM counter be 
used when testing for the activity of a solution, rather 
than evaporating it ( cf Figure 5). About t wo milliliters 
I 
of solution should be placed in a glass cup and the Glvi 
tube lovrered into it, forming a one millimeter layer of 
' 
solution which envelops the tube. In this way there is a 
minimum of self absorption by the radiating material. 
The multitude of styles and types of Geiger-Mdller 
counters is such that I refer y ou to the literature rather 
I 
than attemp t to describe them. In principle, they are all ,r 
the same as the generalized diagram (Figure 5) with various 11 
II modif i cations. 
The Lauritsen is s:i.rni lar to the usual electroscope, 
except that a single gold covered quartz fiber is used in-
stead of two gold leaves. Any sub-atomic radiation cause s 
an ionization of the air around the charged e lectroscope, 
which brings about a f luctuation of the quartz fiber. By 
means of a telescopic ocular, movements of the fiber may 
be observed (Gaddurn , 194 6 ; Kamen , 1946) . The GM counter 
and the Lauritsen electroscope ':are each very accurate, but 
of the two, the former is said to be more sensitive (Banks, 
1946; Karn.en, 194 6 ). 
H~~ilton and Soley (1939), using a DuBr.idge vacuum 
tube electrometer, measured t h e activity of samples they 
I! 
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current 
measuring 
device 
\ \ 
' 
\ 
\ 
To source 
of current 
Source of radiation 
Figure 6. Ionization Chamber 
Alpha particles entering chamber bombard 
nuclei of gas, resulting in ions of the gas; 
beta particles also ionize the gas; gamma 
rays penetrate the "Nalls and eject secondary 
elctrons which ionize the gas. The negative 
and positive ions of the gas are pulled a-
part by the centra l electrode and the case; 
the ions are count e d by a sensitive measur -
ing device. 
I 
I 
I 
i 
employed in their studies. This apparatus determines the 
II 
amount of electric current produced in an ionization chamber 
by a weak source of radiation (cf Figure 6). The aluminum !I 
chamber has an aluminum w\ dow 0. 00003 inch es thick , and is 11 
filled with air at atmospher ic pressure. The air ionizes II 
I! 
I 
under t he influence of nuclear disintegration causing the 
electric p otentials. The Du Bridge electrometer was found 
II 
to be more satisfactory t han e i ther the GM counter or the 
ll 
I 
I 
Lauritsen electroscppe for perce iving soft beta rays. 
Due to i t s simplicity and maneuver ability, the Glvi counter 
is t h e most popular of t h e thr ee p ieces of equipment men-
I tioned. 
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RADIOACTIVE . vs. S'I'ABLE I SO'I'OPES 
The ease with which radioactive isotopes are assayeJ : 
II 
is one reascbn for their increasing preference to stable 11 
tagged atoms. There is, however, an advantage to the latter! 
technique in that they may be administe~ed in any concen-
tration without f ear of any radiation effect on tissues; 
this matter has been discuss ed above. But again, their use 
is limit ed because stable isotopes are already present in 
the organism, and t h ey can only be measured when enough is 
used to cause a significant increase over the previous 
concentration. To determine t h e concentration of isotope 
after administr ation, t h e comp licated mass spectrograph 
28 
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is used. Although it is very accurate .. q~antitatively, it 
is not so sensitive as a Geiger-M~ller counter for detect-
ing the presence of a tracer . (Gaddum, 1946; Lasnitzki and 
Brewer, 1938). Stable isotopes are still used to tag 
metabolic proce ·sses, in some instances as a;·matter of con-
venience. In research on carbon: .metabolism, the non-radio-
active isotope C-13 has been frequently used. Unstable 
C-11 has a half life of 21 minutes which is much too short 
for a prolonged experiment. C-14 with an extremely long 
half life (6,100 years), had been quite difficult to pre-
pare in la~ge quantities in the past and due to this fact, 
quite expensive. The stable isotope ~ith atomic weight 1~ 
is easily accessible and th~refore preferred to either of 
1 the radioactive forms (Gaddum, 1946). However, the devel-
11 
1 opments and improvements of the cyclotron and uranium chain 
I 
reacting piles have increased the availability of C-14. 
Tracer experiments using nitrogen are not feasible with 
the radioisotopes since their half lives are so short: 
N-13, 660 seconds, and N~l6, 9seconds. Thus, only the 
stable isotope N-15 is employed. The same is true of 
oxygen: 0-15 has a half life of 126 seconds; 0-19, 40 
seconds. Usually stable 0-18 is used for isotope studies. 
DIE'l''ICULTIES IN RADIOAS E'AY PROCEDUrlES 
Precautionary measures must be taken to minimize 
I' 
I 
I 
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difficuties which arise with the utilization of radiotracer 
A certain amount of radiation may be lost due to self-ab-
sDrption, absorption by surrounding tissues, and/or the 
walls of the Gil tube in use. A sample must have a reading 
at l east equal to t h e background to be of significant 
accuracy (Radin, 1947). 
The background on a Geiger-MHller counter is the 
constant radiation effect produ ced by cosmic ray s origina-
ting in the upper atmosphere. It cannot be eliminated, but 
may be broughtto a minimum by proper shielding of the ap-
paratus with lead plate s (Bale, 1940). 
Since the error is inversely proportional to the 
reading, the greater t h e amount of radiation recorded, the 
greater the accura cy, upto an optimum value. If a sample 
containing an unstable isotope is too strongly radioactive 
(i.e., more than 100 counts per second), t h e error is 
t . . -\:.. 1 increased due o COlnCldence coun~ng · oss. By placing an 
II 
il 
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absorbing material betwe en t he sample and t h e GM tube, 
counts are lower ed and individual registration results , 
(Radioassay Procedures, 1947). By vary ing either the thickJ! 
ness of the absorber or the absorbing material itself, the 
number of emitted particles passing through to t h e record-
ing apparatus is alter ed . It i s obvious, h owever, t h at 
the same absorber must be kept t h roughout the experiment. 
30 
A constant geometry must be maintained for all samples 
assayed. 1'his i mplies that an identical distance between 
the source of rad iation and t he apparatus be used for each 
measurement. Since the amount of detection varies inverse-
ly with the square of the distance, any slight differences 
cause an appreciable discrepancy from the true value of 
the radioactivity (Skanee, 1948). Thus, homogeneity of 
the thickness of a substance to be assayed, e.g.; a preci-
pitate, is essential in obtaining accurate results. 
RAD I OA U TOG .RAP HY 
For the detection and localization of radiations 
in tissues, a technique known as radioautography, or auto-
radiography, is also prevalent. Essentially, it involves 
placing sections of tissu e containing an unstable isotope 
next to a photographic emulsion, so that a positive image 
due to radioactive disintegration becomes evident after '" ·-. 
development. Although the method is not new (Bequerel 
discovered radioactivity in t h is way), its first applica-
tion to the biological sciences was in the fairly recent 
past. Lacassagne and Lattes in 1924, used autography for 
the loealization of naturally radioactive polonium in 
tissues. Radioautographs produced were, howyer, too dif-
fuse to be of significant value. It was not until 1940, 
that the practicability of t he te-chnique was demonstrated 
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by Hamilton, Soley, and Eichorn for locating radioactive 
iodine in sections of t he thyroid gland. 
Initially the method involved placing next to the 
emulsion of a photographic plate or film, a slide on 
wh ich sections of tissue were fixed • . After developing the 
film, a . microscopic examination of the autograph 8nd t h e 
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section v1 ould indicate the locale of t he isotope (Hamilton, 11 
Soley, a nd ~ichorn, 1940; LeBlond, 1943; Belanger and Le II 
I 
Blond, 194 6 ; Evans, 1948). Films and plates that have been II 
used for the technique are non-screen X-ray film (Gorbman jl 
II 
and Evans, 1941; Reinhardt, 1942; "'Vheeler, 1947), spectro-
scopic plates (Ber ggren, 1946 ; 
film, Lippman fine grain film, 
I' 
I Evans, 1948), microfilm 
orth ochromatic film (LeBlond,
1
1 
1943), and fine grain panchromatic film (Skanse, 1948). 
Berggren (1946) announced that of the photosensi-
tive plates in use, Eastman spectroscopic plates are t h e 
most satisfactory for radioautograph s of dental tissues . 
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the emulsion is too granular, i.e., not fine enough for 
I 
Spectroscopic and special particle I accurate localization. 
il plates on the other hand, are fine enough .but not so 
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sensitive as X-ray plates, hence the time of exposure must 
necessarily be extended. Lantern .slide plates are the 
most suitable for many purposes, since t he resolution is 
fine enough, and the s ensitivity lies between that of X-
ray and spectral plates. Th e discrepancy of opinion is 
possibly due to different tissues under study. The length 
of time in contact with the radioactive element in the 
te ~ th ranged from two to three weeks; in i nvestigations of 
soft tissues of the body the time is usually much less than 
this, anywhere · from several hours to a vveek. 
Although LeBlond (1943) states that plates are more 
suitable for handling, the Massachusetts General rlospital 
Metabolism Laboratory finds panatomic-X (Kodak) cut film 
sufficiently adaptable for rad ioautography (Skanse, 1948). 
Using autoradiography for t h e localization of 
water soluble compounEJ.s -:or ions, it ha s been suggested that 
the technique of Gersh be employ ed for the preparation of 
the section~ rath er t han the standard aqueous alcohol method 
I~ 
i! 
II 
dry ice, the tissue is dried then placed with solid pieces ·II 
(LeBlond, 1943). Instead of using fixatives, t he tissue 
should be frozen in an ace tone-dry ice mi xture. At a 
temperature of -25° to -30°0 in an anhydrous alcohol and 
of paraffin in an apparatus attached to a vacuum pump. The 
system is then evacuated, allowed to carne to room tempera-
II 
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ture, and heated enough to melt the paraffin; immediate 
i mpre gnation results. Sections may be cut at any desired 
thickness, but the thinner the slices, the greater the 
accuracy in localizing the radioisotope. In very thin 
sections, however, e.g., 3 to 5 micra, there is a decrease 
in radioactive content. Hence, either· the period of ex-
posure must be lengthened or more sensitive emulsions em-
ployed. 
It has been found that minimal exposure is advan-
tag eous for maximal precision (Le Blond, Percival, and 
Gross, 1948). Exposure to t h e rad iotr acer sh ould not ex -
ceed one, or at the most t wo half lives since the photo-
emulsion may be affected by aging and is undesirably ex-
posed to stray radiations. Further, there is a possibil-
ity of fadin g of the radiation effects from the unstable 
isotopes kept at room temperatur e for excessive lengths 
of time. 
Belanger and DeBlond (1946) objected to the radio-
autograph ic meth od mentioned above since the contact be-
t ween histolog ical sections and emulsion is not intimate 
enough, resulting in a scattering of th~ radiation. ·Also, 
comparison of the autograph with the corresponding tissue 
is quite difficult, especially under high magnification. 
They prop0se a more satisfact-or y meth od. After fixing 
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sections to a slide, the tissue iS dehydrated by the usual 
microscopic te cbnique , through successively more concen-
trated alcoh ols, t hen p l a ced in a one percent soJ.ution of 
celloidin in alcohol and ether. 'I'he film of celloidin 
which forms is 2 to 3 micra t h ick, preserves the sections 
of tissue during the period of exposure. For making the 
aut ogr aph , lanter~lide plates are i mmer s ed in distilled 
water u nt il the emulsion is loosened. It is then removed 
and me lted a t 35° to 40°C; five drops are then pipetted 
onto the tissue sections. By carrying out the procedure 
on a 1'1 0t plate at a temperat ure of less than 400 (38o-39o), 1 
I! 
the background fo g is kept at a minimum . After suf ficient 
exp osure the slide and emuls i on toget her are developed, 
stained, dehydrated , and mounted in balsam. This meth od 
is said to be excellent since t he emulsion and tissue are 
very intimate , and alignment for comparison is aut omat ic; 
the localization of the radioe lement, therefore, is very 
accurate (Be langer and LeBlond, 1946). 
This technique does have its drawbacks since in 
liquefyin g and recoating , t he background fog is definit e ly 
I' 
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increa s ed d e sp ite the mentioned pre cautions; also the coat 
of emulsion does not h ave a uniform t h ickne ss; differential ~~ 
staining is diff icult, since penetration and different i a-
I! tion of t he dy es i s interfered with , associated wi th a 
staining of the emulsion (Evans, 1947; 1948). II 
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Pelc (1947). sugge sted an improvement of this meth od . 
Instead of liquefy ing the emulsion, it is stripped from the 
photographic plate and placed in distilled water. In this 
way the fog formed by melting and r e solidifying is obviated. il 
Using the microscope slide, the strip s are removed from the 
water. Upon drying with warm air the ge latinous film ad-
heres to t he tissue section, and develpping, ~ staining, and 
mount ing may t hen be accomplished. Again.i an int erference 
with differential staining is encountered, and comp l e te 
success in t h e l as t phases of the procedure is yet to be 
at tained ; t h e location of the radioisotope may , h owe ver , 
be discerned without staining (;Belc). 
Instead of placing the emulsion on the tissue , why 
not put the tissue on the emulsion? Evans, 1947a; 1947b; 
1948 ) proposes jus t this. The sections of tissue are 
floated directly onto t h e sensitive side of a photographic 
plate, which is t hus us ed as the slide . As before , the 
two together are kept in contact during exposure, developf 
ing, and staining. He (Evans) state s that a gain staining 
is slight ly interfered with , but by prolonging the times in 
t he stains, sa t isfac tory results are obtained. I cannot 
understand why there would be any i mpedence to the dye s 
since t he tissue is in contact with the sta ining solutions 
in t he same manner as with a slide . Also why is it t hat 
the emulsion does not ge t stained during the procedure? 
:S6 
Undoubtedly, it is actually necessary to perform t h e tech-
nique to become aware of its intricacies. 
LeBlond, Percival, and Gross ( 1948) stated t h at by 
placing an emulsion on tissue s e ction.s or se ction s onto a 
photographicplate, . erratic staining results, accompanied 
by a dissolution of some of the silver granules on the film 
by the staining solutions. They propose staining the sec-
tions prior to coating with the emulsion. By passing the 
stained tissues t h rough a one percent solution of cealoidin 
and allowing it to dry, the layer of celloidin deposited 
prevents the stain-removing effects of the photographic 
deve loper. After sufficient pra ct ice in the tech n i que , 
Le Blond e t al:.claim that the ba~grcnl'd fog is not augmented 
" (\ 
by liquefy ing and recoating since a ri gid control of the 
tempe r·ature is maintained (38°-39°C). A uniform -thickness 
of the emulsion i s attained if the slide is kept perfectly 
level on a waftning table until cool. 
Studying the methods for autographs of tissues 
containing radioactive phosph orus, Bayley ( 1947) tried to 
establish a tech nique for the investigation of tracers 
within the cell. Using Kodak X-ray film to detect an 
activity of 0.4 millimicrocuries per square millimeter of 
tissue, the exposure time would be about two hours. Assum-
ing that the linear dimensions of a single cell are 10 
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micra, the resolving power of the film used must be less 
than 100 lines per millimeter. Kodak B-5 and B-10 have 
approximately the desired fineness, but they are one fif-
tieth as sensitive as X-ray film. For an activity of 0.4 
microcuries per square millimeter an exposure of four days 
is required. The concentration of isotope within a tissue 
sectioned at 10 micra, however, is approximately one one 
hundredth of the figure stated, hence an exposure lasting 
in ~he vicinity of 40 days is necessary. In addition to 
this, a safety factor of 10 should be applied to allow for 
decay of the radioactive element, and for a cer·tain degree 
of contrast in order to show detail. Bayley states that 
if tracers with stropger activity are used., and finer grain 
films are developed, there is the barest possibility of 
indicating the distribution of elements within .cells. If 
the radioactivity is increased, hoV'lever, either by greater 
concentration within the cell, or by stronger radiation, 
biological material will not maintain itself due to the 
injurious effects of beta ray s. Since the technique is 
only possible if exposure lasts a sh ort time, the cytolo-
g ical study of the migration of isotope s nnist await the 
perfection of more sensitive emulsions (Bayley, 1947). 
Since the publication of Bayley's results, LeBlond 
and Gross (1948) have demonstrated the cytological locali-
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zation of radioactive iodine in the thy roid epithelium. 
Using a slight modification of the technique proposed by 
Le Bl ond, Percival, and Gross (1948), they stained sections 
of thyroid tissue and coate d them with liquefi ed photo-
graphic emulsion diluted eight times. In this way the 
resolution is enhanced: the t h ickness of the emulsion is 
reduced and diffusion of radiation decreased. Under hi&h 
rr~gnification, they were able to discern the distribution 
of radioiodine within the acinar cells of the thyroid. 
pp ~ 
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Figure 7. Preparation of a Radioautograph 
A ~ Method of Lacassagne and Lattes, 1924. 
B. Meth od of Belanger and LeBlond, 1946. 
c. Method of Evans, 1947. 
E) emulsion; PP) photographic plate; S 1) 
microscope slide; T) section of tissue. 
An evolution in radioautographic techni ques has 
been observed. But like many new i mprovements they are 
slow in being put into practice. During a rece nt visit 
to t he Thyroid Metabolism Laboratory at the Massachusetts 
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General Hospital, I was permitted to watch the procedure 
involved in making an autoradiograph. To my astonishment 
they used what may be termed t he archaic method: that of 
placing a sheet of film next to the tissues on the slide. 
I expressed the view t hat improvements have been developed. 
Th ey informed me that they wer e familar with them, but 
since they are fairly satisfied with their results they 
have not bothered to try out any other technique. 
Pioneer workers in the field of radioactivity have 
found that the technique 'of radioautography is qualitative-
ly and quantitatively as accurate as any of the other meth-
ods previously outlined (i.e., the use of counter, electre-
scopes, etc.) to detect radiations from unstable isotopes. 
·ath autography, the advantage is that of ascertaining 
the distribution of radioelements histologically, impos~ 
sible with electronic apparatus. Further, sine~ the meta-
belie processes of insects are only sli~~tly understood 
due to their small size, the use of unstable isotope s and 
ph otographic registration is enhancing t n.e approach to t h e 
solution of problems of invertebrate physiology. 
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PURPOSE 
A review of the literature concerned with the use 
of radioactive isotopes as tracers in endocrinology is 
presented herewith. Since most of the work in endocrine 
research entails the utilization of isotopic iodine, the 
main body of this paper consists of the study of thyroid 
physiology. Although the ramifications are quite exten-
sive, I have limited the ~eview to those publications most 
pertinent to the subject. The clinical application of 
radioactive iodine, for example, has enhanced the under-
standing of the thyroid in various normal and pathologi-
cal states. Since this aspect of endocrinology is beyond 
t he scope of this paper, a discussion is not presented, 
but a separate bibliography will be found on pacae.ll&. 
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THE USE OF' RADI OACT I VE IODI NE 
IN THE STUDY OF Tffi<_; rrliTROID 
In 1915, Marine demonstrated the affinity of the 
dog thyroid for iodine in the diet: the thyroid was found 
to concentrate 18.5 percent of an oral]y administered dose. 
This unique capacity is emphasized when one observes t hat 
the ratio of thyroid to the total body we ight of a dog is 
about one to 690. His results were corroborated b;r experi-
ments on thyroid tissue in vitro (Marine and Feiss, 1915}, 
and further by Marine and Rog off : (1916a; 1916b). In 1938, 
Hertz, Roberts, and Evans publish ed their epoch making 
discovery, which was a factor in initiating extensive re-
search in t hyroid physiology. They found that an intra-
venous injection of radioactive iodine-128 was ac:Cumulated 1 
I 
rapidly by the rabbit thyroid. An examination of muscles, 
spleen, liver, pituitary, adrenals, salivary glands, ova~ 
ries, cerebrospinal filliid, and brain fifteen minutes after 
the injection revealed negligible activity. The whole 
contents of the bladder and the blood alone compared in 
activity with the thyroid as demonstrated with a Geiger-
:Mtiller counter. 'l'hey sh owed that iodine is biologically 
selected since the thyroid collected 80 to 100 times as 
ji 
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I . 
much as would be expected by simple diffusion; a s imilar 
injection of radiobromine was not concentrated by either 
normal or hyperplastic thyroids (Bertz et al, 1938; 1939; 
1940; 1941). LeBlond and SUe (1941) substantiated that 
collection by the thyroid was not merely an tonic exchange 
reaction. Pretreatment of rats and guinea pigs with in-
active iodine caused a decr eased concentration in the 
t hyroid. In a t hyroid s t i mulated to hyper activity by in-
jections of thyrotropic hormone, t he accumulation of iodine 
was several fold the amount in normal thyroid. 
Ariel and his associates (1941) confirmed He:btz et 
al; using a mixture of iodine -128 and -130 in an intra-
venous injection into rab bits, t h e radioisotopes were re-
moved from the blood in five minutes. At this time, some 
was found in bladder urine, but more in k idney urine. (By 
I 
il 
I 
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nine hours, as much as thirty-seven percent may be excreted 1. 
by way of t he kidneys}. Th ey found that the thyroid picked i· 
,I 
up the l~gest amount of iodine. 
A. 
Although the lungs accumu- 1 
lated a relatively large percent of the admi nistered dos e , 
none was demonstrable in the expired air. In the liver, 
spleen, heart, bile, and submaxillary gland intermediate 
activity was observed, while the muscles, sk in, diaphragm , 
and testicle s exhibited only slight activity. 
Gorbman (1947) found that doses from 3 to 50 micro-
I 
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curies of I-131 per kilogram of body weight of mice caused 
complete thyroid destruction in a very few days. Slightly 
lower doses resulted in survival of some thyroid epithel-
ium in the isthmus for as long as 120 days. The early 
effects of the · localized radiation was an edema causing the 
separation of thyroid from surrounding structures. Since 
I 
the thyroid concentrated the radioactiveAodine, the exten-
sive damage was not found elsewhere in the body. 
Since thyroid tissue is distinctively capable of 
concentrating iodine, Reinhardt (1942) set forth a proce-
dure to ascertain the completeness of thyroidectomy. 
After the operation was performed on rats, they were in-
jected with tracer doses of radioactive iodine as Nai*• 
Following removal of the thyroid the region was inspected 
with a binocular microscope to observe the completeness of 
I 
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the operation. After t he administration of the radioactive !1 
I 
iodine the thyroid region was excised and sectioned. Rein- :1 
hardt discovered that the radioautographs prepared from '! 
these sections revealed that 50 percent of the 11 completely" I 
thyroidectomized animals retained some iodine concent r ating II 
tissue. Since thyroid is the only tissue capable of con-
centrat ing the I-;~ (Ariel ~ ~, 1941), some must have been 
left which was beyond the resolving power of the binocular , 
microscope. This corroborates the work of Erdheim, who 
in 190 6 , asserted that Blberr.e.rtt thyroid tissue may exist in I' 
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1\ 
the rat. It was found by Reiru1ardt, t hat an assay with a 
Geiger-MHller counter or a Lauritsen electroscope compared 
/: in magnitude t0 · the>effect produced on t he X-ray films 
•I I us ed for t he autographs. He proposes t hat t hese apparatus 
I. 
I! ma y be used to determine the completeness of thyroidect omy 
!' 
i n an exper i ment. Perlman, Morton, and Chaikoff i n 1941, 
demonstrate d ·that a tracer dos e of radioactive iodine ad-
minist ered by stomach tube was rapid l y accumulated by t h e 
thyro i d. The rate of r e l e a se from the g land was f ound t o 
be much slower. They proposed t ha t when the minute quan-
tity of I~~ enters t h e t hyroid it becomes diluted by the 
pr eviously pre s ent inactive iodi ne , t hus it leaves in 
smaller runounts. In t he oth er tis~ues studied (liver, 
small intestine, tes t es, adrenals, blood, etc.) the maxi-
mum activity was 5 hours after administration, with a 
rapid decrease t hereafter • . This suggested that radioiod ine 
I 
I 
II 
dif f us ed from the blood to t he t i s sue s as t h e concentration r,. 
decreased in the blood, t he isotop ic iodine r eentered the j 
II blood and was excrete d . 
I n 1948, I performed an experiment to demonstrate 
the affinity of t h e t hyroid for administered radioactive 
iodine. A tracer dose (approximate ly one microcurie ) of 
I-131 as Nal~<- in one milliliter of dist illect wate r intra-
perit one ally inj e cted int o several rat s of t he Long-Evan s 
I! 
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strain. Twenty-four hours after the injections, activi ty 
was demonstrated in the thyroids of the rats using a GM 
counter ; at the end of 48 hours the g lands had a dimin-
ished activity , which was further decreased after 72 hours. 
Pieces of other ti~sues (liver , spleen, heart, skin, and 
muscle) approxi.inately the same size as .the thyroid were 
shown to have negligible activity at all time intervals; 
' 
the r eadings on the Ge iger counter were only slightly 
higher than the background . T o obtain a rad ioautograph 
of a tnyroid wh ich h as accumulated the radioisotope of 
iodine, t wo milliliters of distilled water conta ining a 
tracer dose. were inje ctecl into a rabbit intravenously. 
Unfortuna,tely, due to improper fixing of the extirpated 
gland, sections could not be cut. 'l'he pro,ject vias aban-
doned because of insufficient nabbits. 
The -.::extensive literature on the thyroid, using ra-
dioactive iodine as an indicator, attests the validity of 
the hypothes i s set forth by Hertz et al (1938} that i t may 
,_be valuable for such study. 
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EVOLUTION AND DEVELOPlviENT OF TRF THYROI D 'I 
j! 
Embryologically t he t hyroid gland of the 
II 
vertebrates ' 
I 
devel.ops as ~median longitudinal evagination from the floor , 
of the pharynx. The outpocketing later separates entirely 
from the fore gut, divides into t wo lobes which become 
vascular and develop to form the typical follicular struc-
ture. M~ller {1873) and Dohrn (1886) demonstrated that 
the endos-:t,yl~ of larval lamprey eels was the forerunner of 
the thyroid of the adult ammocoete. From this observation 
it was suggested that possibly the endostyle of protochor-
dates is homologous to the vertebrate thyroid. Gorbman in 
1941 employed radioactive iodine to test the validity of 
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I! The possibility that the proto-
11
, 
ch ordate endostyle does concentrate iodine would t end to 
this long accepted theory. 
indicate the h omology. He placed tunicate ascidi~ns in a 
liter of sea water containing 150 microcuries of I-131. 
Upon removal, t h e tunicates were sectioned and radioauto-
Q"raphed with non-screen X-ray film. 
0 . 
A study of the auto-:-
graphs disclosed that no tissue v-li thin the body proper 
accurrlllated the radioiodine. The stolon, however, in~ ·par-
ticular the stolonic septum, did concentrate the labelled 
iodine. The stolon is an endodermal structure arising 
from the pharynx in the region of the endostyle, and is 
a reproductive organ for the formation of buds. Since in 
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Figure 8. Diagra~natic representation of 
a simple Tunicate. 
A) anus, BS ) branchial sac, EC) ex-
. current siphon, End) endostyle, IC) 
incurrent s iph on, Int) intestine , 
M:) m.uac:J-~ wal,l , St) stomach, T) test • 
. - ·-·- . (iJ1 odified after St orer, 1943). 
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the process of' sectioning and staining aqueous solutions 
were used, any inorganic iodide would ha~e dissolved. 
Therefore, any radioactive iodine recorded as being accwau-
lated by the stolon must be in or ganic combination. Due 
the ability of' the stolon to remove and concentrate iodine 
from solution, Gorbman suggest s that it, rather than the 
endostyle, may be t h e morphological h~nologue of' the ver-
tebrate thyroid gland. This seems to be in agreement with 
Leach (1939) who claimed t hat parts of the complex endo-
sty le of larval lampreys had no morphologica l equivalent 
to the simple protochordate structure. 
In an attempt to clarify the evolutionary develop-
ment of t he t hyroid, Gorbman and Creaser (1942) investiga-
ted larval (one to 4 years old) lamprey endosty les with 
\ 
radioactive iodine. The larvae were placed in a liter of 
water containing 200 microcuries of iodine-131. After 45 
hours they were removed and radioautographs made of sec-
tions of t he branchial region. The results indicated that 
the endosty les of young . and old lamprey eels all had t he 
capacity for iodine accumulation and conversion to organic 
form. The amount concentrated, however, was not so great 
a $> that found in functional thyroid tissue. The finding s 
are significant in that only certain parts of the endo-
style exhibited radioactivity: the single layer of lining 
epithelium. This would imply that the whole endostyle 
49 
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cannot be considered t he phylogenetic h omologue of t h e thy-
roid. Leach (1939 ) had described the endostyle as being 
composed of five different types of cells, some of which 
I! were the sole contributoBs to definitive thyroid follicles 
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and were capable of metabolizing iodine. In contradiction, 1 • 
II 
Gorbman and Creaser found that these particular cells are 
lacking in radioiodine. 'l'hey suggest the possibility that 
one type of cell in the adult takes over the function of 
another type found mn t he larva~ Leach (1939) further 
suggested that a hormone or hormone pre cursor is produced 
which is liberated into the pharyngeal lumen and absorbed 
along the length of the digestive tract. In contradiction, ' 
Stokes (1939) demonstrated t hat neither larval metamorpho-
sis nor endostylar changes could be induced with iodine or 
thyroid hormone. However, Gorbman and Creaser corroborate 
Leach, since mucus deposits containing radioactive iodine 
were found along the pharynx; "these deposits were observed 
in the autographs. But why should iodine be stored in t h e 
cyclostome larva s.s much as 4 to 5 years prior to metamor-
phosis (the larval stage lasting 5 years)? 
Gorbman and Evans in 1941 placed tadpoles o~ vary-
ing ages in · water containing Nai-::- for two days to discover 
I ~ 
at what stage the thyroid would concentrate iodine. Vfhen II 
the ·tadpole just hatches (7 millimeters in leng.th) the I 
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lobes of the thyroid are just beginning to develop. At 
the 9 millimeter stage, follicular differentiation could 
be observed, but no iodine could be demonstrated radio-
autographically before a length of 10 millimeters. As 
the follicles increased in size and the coll~id increased 
in amount, progressively blacker autographs were obtained. 
"' . Since the sections were prepared in aqeous alcohols, any 
" 
radioactive iodine present must be in the form of thyro-
globulin. Again it appears that early in the development 
of the animal, the thyroid tissue accumulates and convert s 
inorganic iodide. In the fetal rat, however, Gorbman and 
Evans (1943) showed that the opposite is true. They in-
jected 35 microcuries of I-131 in isotonic Na.Cl into female 
rats in various stages of pregnancy. Forty-eight hours 
following the injection the rats were sacrificed, the 
fetuses removed and sectioned. Radioautographs we r ,e pre -
/ 
pared of fetuses from 15 to 21 days old. No iodine was 
..-
found concentrated in the thyroidB of fetuses less than 
19 days old. Accumulation possibly starts after 18 to 19 
day s gestation. As with the frogs, there is a morphologi-
cal and physiological correlation ; prior to 18 to 19 days 
there are no lumina to the follicles. At this time, the 
thyroid gland becomes vascular, and follicles with luraina 
bec~ne evident. Follicular diffenentiation starts peri-
pherally and goes deeper towards the center of the lobes 
51 
of the thyroid; this again correlates with the autographs. 
In review, thyroid function in the rat does not 
commence until 90 percent of the intra-uterine life is 
over; in the frog t he t hyroid becomes functional at the 
comp letion of the tail bud stage (early in development); 
in the lamprey eel iodine concentration starts during the 
first of five years of larval life. It would appear then, 
that functional thyroid (or thyroid-like) tissue is nee-
essary in the physiological economy of free-living devel-
oping animals, whereas the opposite is true of viviparous 
animals. 
In the hope of obtaining data which may be used 
to generalize the iodine metabolism of other arthropods, 
Wheeler (1947) fed larval and adult Drosophila gibberosa 
r 
a diet containing radioactive iodine. She (Wheeler) dem-
onstrated radioautographically and with a Geiger-MUller 
counter that none of the endocrine structures accumulated 
the I-:~; it was found in the chitinous exoskeleton. It 
had been pre.v:iously shown that sponges and gorgonians 
converted iodine into diiodotyrosin (quoted from 'i".'heeler). 
It has yet to be demonstrated whether the arthropod 
scleroproteins contain the amino acid tyrosin. From this 
it would appear that iodine incorporates in a thyroid 
hormone-like compound does not enter into the development 
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of Drosphila gibberosa and possibly other arthropods. 
THE EFF:E. C'l' S OF THYRDrROP IC HOR1!0NE (T SH ) 
The fact that thyrotropic hormone from the anterior 
pituitary causes a hyperplasia ( grovltl1:.' due to an increase 
in the number of eells) of the thyroid of man~als had long 
been known when Hertz and his associates (1938) performed 
the first experiment with radioactive iodine. They demon-
strated that hyperplastic thyroid glands produced by in-
jections of thyrotropic hormone had a heightened capacity 
to accumula te radioiodine. in 1941 , Hertz and Roberts 
found that following daily subcutaneous i n jections of TSH 
the tl~roids of rabbits developed an ~odine hunger. It 
was shown that the thyrotropic hormone causes an immediate 
increaBe in weight of the whole thyroid giand and in the 
cell he i ght of the epithelium ~ the metab ol ic rate vms also 
en..."'J.anced, but not so rapidly. Fifteen minutes after intra-
venous administration of rad ioactive iodine, the enlarged 
thyroid ce lls ha ve little iodine concentrating power; the 
activity was found less than in control animals. But after 
. } 
the initial increase, there.~ s a slight decline in the size 
I 
of the thyroid, while the collection of iodine rises above 
normal. After cessation of the TSH injections, the weight 
of t he thyroid , cell height, and metabolic rate decrease} 
h owever, t he accwnulation of iodine remains h igh . TSH 
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causes the iodine hunger which was alleviated by adminis-
tration of physiological doses of inactive iOdine. 
LeBlond and Sde (1940) corroborated the previous 
workers; t hyrotropic hormone inf':luences the metabolism of 
iodine by t he thyroid. Daily injections of three units 
of IJ'SH for four days caused an increased number of cells 
(hyperplas ia) following an initial increase in the size 
of the cells (hypertrophy ) , and augmented the rapidit y i n 
which they us e injected I-~. They found that with grea ter 
' ' 
Average ·~ :v_v: t.. Activity of of I" ;o .,, 11/_ ;o of' I~.:-
of .:. thy;r:oid of the · in the in the 
in mg. ·· t hyr oid thyroid liver 
Control 21.5 0.35 13.5 o '~· ls ·· 
12 u TSH 38.9 2.1 43.3 0.15 . 
Control 18.7 0.37 16.1 0.21 
5 u TSH 21.5 0.9:2 31.8 0.17 
10 u TSH 23.7 1.36 45.1 0.25 
100 u TSH 40.7 2.0 39.2 0.26 
T~b1e I. The effect of TSH on the collection of 
I~<- by the thyroid gland of guinea pigs. 
(Modified after LeBlond and Sde, 1940). 
doses of TSH, the amount of iod ine collected by the thyr9id 
is more, upto an optimum, whence it· decreases (Table I). 
Although the exper imental animals (guinea pigs) fixed more 
radioiodine, the thyroid glands excreted organic iodine 
faster, thus hindering the accumul ation in the colloid. 
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In 1945 , Keating, Ra wson, Peacock, and Evans using 
young chi cks confirmed LeBlond and sile. One eig..l-]_th, one 
quarter, one half, and one unit of TSH were injected sub-
cutaneously for f'our days. FolJ.o1ving the a dministration 
of the hormone, a greater . i ncrease is observed in the 
we i ght of the gland, the mean acinar cell h eight (lvi . A. C.H. ), 
and capacity to collect radioactive iodine injected 24 
hours after the final dose of thyrotropic h ormone. How-
ever, the tendency to reach a maximum occurs with dosages 
500 
400 
Percent 300 
increase 200 
100 
0 
Figure 9.. 
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-
----Th.J;t:! 9-'.l:a weight 
/ _\ ,.. 
§ l l l 4 2 
Units of TSH 
The effect of varying doses of 
thyro~ropic h ormone. 
(After Keating~ al, 1945) 
of one quarter of a unit of thyrotropic hormone (cf Fig-
ure 9) . 
The primary effect produced by repeated injections 
(every 24 hours) of one unit of TSH was a hypertrophy of 
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t he thyroid cells followed by a hy perplasia. They (Keating 
et al, 1945) hypothesized t hat the number increased after 
max i mum growth of t he individual ce lls took p lace. Th e 
growt h in size a nd number of t he acinar cells, along with 
increa sed vascularity results i n increased weigh t of the 
Percent 
increase 
1000~------------------~ 
800 l 
600 
400 
200 
TSH injections I I 
l l J eight 
co lection 
---,~ 
0~~~--~--~----~--~ 
24 48 72 96 120 
Hours after · the first inject ion 
Figure 10. The effect of repeated d oses 
of t hyrotropic hormone . 
(After Keating ~ al, 1945 )·. 
g land as a whole. The collection of iodine incveased to 
a maximum during the 72 to 9 6 hour period (cf Figure 10). 
It may be seen from the gra ph t hat r apidly proliferat ing 
ce lls have a lesser avidity for iodine than d o hypertro-
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phied cells. It seems that hyperp lastic cells ar•e too 
ycu~g to be functioning proper ly. 
Keating and his coworker s (1945) confirmed LeBlond 
and Sde (1940) who stated that TSH causes a f a ster dis-
charge of organic iodine as compared with control animals. 
After a carrier dose of radioactive iodine was inj e cted 
18 
16 . 
-
-
--
Controls 14 Percent 12 
--
---10 -of I-* in ---
-8 TSH 
thyroid 6 
4 
2 
24 48 72 
Hours after injection of I ·::-
Figure 11. 'rhe effect of TSH on previously 
stored iodine in the thyroid . 
(After Keating et al, 1945}. 
into chick s, they received one unit of TSH for three day~ 
A rapid decrease of I.;~ in the treated chicks was observed, 
compared to a slow discharge in the controls (cf Figurell). 
The effect of thyrotropic h ormone on the histol-
ogical appearance of the t hyroid gland is an increase in 
t he number of basophilic follicles with a corresponding 
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decrease in the number of follicles containing acidophilic 
colloid (LeBlond, 1944). Although both type s of follicles 
con~ained r adioactive iodine as demonstrated radioauto-
. graphically, the a cidophilic follicles produced a gr eater 
effect on the photograph ic emulsion. At first glance it 
would appear that t he a cid staini ng follicles are more 
active l y me tab olizing i odine , but :the Ppp osite is true; they 
I 
do not discharge accumulated radioiodine so quick ly as the 
basophil s . 
T W2: BFF'E CT OF HYPOPHYSE C'l'OMY (\'~ ri.'HDRA i'I;AL OF TSH) 
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F ollowing hypophysectomy the cells of the t hyroid ·I 
underg o involution in an order l y , gradual fash ion which 
parallels t he decrease in cell size (LeBlond , sae, and 
Ch amorro, 194 0). Injections of tracer d os es of radioac-
tive iodine at various intervals afte r t he operation re-
vealed that the ability of the thyroid to concentrate io-
dine was hardly reduced after five days ( cf 'I'able II). 
This was true in spite of the fa ct that the thyrotropic 
hormone in the blood o;f t he experimental anima ls (i.e., 
r at s) had prac t ically disappeared. But, after removal 
of t he thyrotropic hormone by hyp ophysectomy, the t hyr oid 
is less able to fix iodine , resulting in de creased pro-
duction of thyroid hormone after a longer time interval. 
This was substantiated by Morton, Perlman, Anderson, and 
~ ,I 
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Chaikoff (1942) who demonstra~ed that hypophysectam~zed 
rats accumulated less rad ioactive iodine and produced les s 
hormone; amplification of their results will be found 
below. 
I-"-
" 
in the I.,,_ 
" 
in the 
thyroid liver 
Activity of (mg.per (mg.per 
the thyroid 100 g. 100 g. 
(in Jh of of fresh of fresh 
injecte·a I-:~) tissue) tissue) 
Controls 0.120 7.22 0.42 
Hypophysectomized 
rats injected with 
r~~ after 
6 
9 
20 
116 
days O.O'tO 5.48 0.42 
days 0.032 4.27 
days 0.036 3.83 0.64 
days 0.020 1.24 0.45 
Table II. The passage of radioactive iodine 
in the thyroids of hypophysectomized 
rats. 
(lV'iOdified after LeBlond, S-lie ,and 
Chamorro, 1940). 
GAUSNl" I Vb F.d.CTOHS hb SUL'l' I NG I N THYnOTROP IG STIIVtULATI ON 
Reforzo in 1938 found that the weight of the thy-
roid gland diminished after injections of thyroid hormone 
('l' H) administered both to normal and to hypopp.ysectomized 
J: guinea pigs injected with anterior pituitary extract. In 
1\ 1941, Galli-"Mainini stated that the hypophysis stimulat e s 
the thyroid to activity due to TSH, with t he thyroid as 
II 
II 
I! 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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the end organ. In ary~xperiment in vitro he found that 
thyroid hormone acts as inhibitor to thyroid function as 
demonstrated by a decrease in oxygen consumption b~r the 
gland. He further stated that TH, besides directly affect-
ing the thyroid, probably acts through the anterior pitui-
tary. Rav1son, Graham, and Riddell (1943) showed that in·:. 
vitro the effect of thyroid hormone is the inactivation 
of thyrotropic hormone. 'I'he accompanying diagram sunm1ar-
iz es the interrelationships of TH and 'l'SH (Figure 12). · 
TSH 
(stimu-
lation) 
Th 
"-
/ 
--.. 
'\ 
\ 
\TH 
t inhibi-
/ t ion) 
I 
_)TH (inhibition) 
Figure 12. Thyra-pituitary relationship. 
AP) hypophysis, Th) thyroid. 
(After Galli-Mainini, 1941). 
Gortell and nawson (1944) investigated the effect 
of exogenous. thyroxin (a hydrolysate of thyroid hormone) 
on the response to thyrotropic hormone of the thyroid 
glands of hypophysectanized rats. Response was determined 
60 
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by a measurement of the mean acinar cell height of the thy-
roid epithelium and amount of collection of injected radio-
active iodine. Injections of T~H alone caused an increased 
ce ll height, moreso t han simultaneous administration of TSH 
and thyroxin. Unoperated control ani.-.nals were found to 
concentrate ~ ~ i3 .98 percent of the radioiodine; hypophy sectom-
1· 
I• ized controls, 0.43 percent; hypophysectomized rats injected! 
with rl1 SH, 7.8 percent; rats with . their anter ior pituita ries II 
removed, after injections of TSR and t hyr ox in accumulated 
only 2 .7 p ercent of the d os e of I-::- . They concluded t h a t 
hormone liberated from t he thyroid depresses the e labor a-
tion of t hyr otropic hormone by the hyp ophysis, and a lso · 
inhibits its action on the thyroid. 
The homeostatic regulation of thyroid fuct ion, 
therefore, involves the thyrotropic hormone from the an-
terior p ituitary, thyroid h ormone from t he t hyroid , but 
also exogenous and endogenous iodine. LeBlond anrl Ivian n 
(1942 ) fed :r·at s a d iet deficient in iodine; t he t hyr oid 
became hyperp lastic a nd h a d an increased ability to fix 
injected radioiodine. A histological examination of t he 
hypophysis revealed ·a greater number of. basophilic cells, 
wh ich is analogous to the appeare.nce following thyroidec-
torny. Thus the decrease . in circulating t hyroid h ormone 
caused an increased production of 'I'SH demonstrated by more 
incl'ea.se \Y"\ 
basophilic cells. TheATSH resulted in thyroid hyperplasia, 
which is a compensatory gr owth to enhance the rapid removal 
of any iodine cir: culating in the blood. 'I'he role of iodine 
in the me chanism of t hyroid regulation was confirmed by 
VJ olff and Ghaikoff in 1948 (see be low). 
Low temperature is a furthe r causative a gent pre-
cipitating a release of TSH from t h e hypophysis (LeBlond, 
Gross, Peacoclc, and Evans, 1944). It was found tht;1t rats 
which had been exposed to the cold had a turnover of in-
jected radioiodine twice that of control animals. Histo-
logical evidence indicating typical thyrotropic stlinula-
tion (greater M.A. C.H., more basophilic foll:Lcles, etc.) 
was doubtful after one to thre e days in the cold, but vvas 
quite obvious after seven days a nd persisted for 26 days. 
~--,-!!-~==~-~--=-~~~ ·'==~=~=~=========== 
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TBb CliJ:'.,il'ilCaL Tl:1A NSiviiSS ION OF IODINI:. 
In 1927, Harington and Barger suggested t hat iodine 
which accumulates in t he t hyr oid is incorporated into the 
the amino acid tyrosin to form diiodotyrosin. This in turn 
is converted into t hyroxin, an essential constituent of 
thyroglobulin (thyroid hormone). Von Mutzenbecker in 1939 
demonstrated that in a slightly alkaline solution, diiodo-
tyrosin spontaneously yie lds thyroxin after three weeks of 
incubation . This spectacular. fin~ing was substantiated by 
Block in 1940, and by Johns on and Tewkesbury in 1942. 
Mann, LeBlond, and \larren in 1942 were the first to 
use radioactive iodine for the determination of t he chemi-
cal transformation of iodine in the thyroid . They injected 
dogs wi t h a tracer dose of I-130 as Nai->~ intravenously. 
I One-half , eight, and 48 h ours late r they removed the thy-
I ___ ,, 
-- - I 
. I 
r oid glands, hmnogenized and dried them. By water extrac-
tion any inorganic iodide wa s removed; thyrox in was separ-
organic 
ate d by butyl alcohol extraction. Si n ce allAiodine in t h e 
I ~o~~ 
thyroid is either in the of thyroxin or diiodotyrosin 
(Haring ton, 1933), any iodine left in the homogenized t ·i ·s-
sue must be diiodotyrosin. They suggested that t he frac-
tion first fnrmed would undoubtedly have the highest pro-
portion of radioactivity; succeeding products would exhib-
63 
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it lesser activity. 
lr 
Aliquots of the different iodine solu- :1 
II tions were tested by means of a dipping counter. Mann et 
al found that a good portion of the iodine in-;:: the".:. thy.ro"id 
is present as inorganic iodide ion. A rapid conversion 
to diiodotyrosin occurs, since more radioactive iodine was 
demonst'(able in this fraction than in the thyroxin fraction. 
'~ 
The speed with which iodide was incorporated in the diiodo-
tyrosin molecule suggested that the reaction t akes place 
at the cell membrane. Thyroxin is then formed from the 
diiodotyrosin present in the thyroid. 
Perlman, r¥l orton, and Chaikoff (1942b) stated that 
in sheep and rats injected with radioiodine, both radio-
thyroxin and radiodiiodotyrosin wer·e found in the thyroids 
at all intervals from t lJ O to 96 hours. Although more di-
iodotyrosin vms present, the ratio of diiodotyrosin to 
thyroxin was about the same at all times; they concluded 
\ 
t h at the reactions occur simultaneously. 
IVIann and LeBlond ( 1942\) dispute Perlman et al. 
They found that the product first formed (diiodot~rosin) 
has the highest activity, and as the other fractions (thy-
roxin ) are synthesized their activity is increased. The 
possiblities for thyroid hormone synthesis have been listed 
I 
by Mann and LeBlond. Since the labelled iodine v:ra s in-
jected as radioiodide (which is converted to diiodotyrosin), , 
I' 
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the activity of the iodide should be greater than that of 
the diiodotyrosin fraction. But this was not found true; 
radiodiiodotyr~sin conentration was always greater (from 
one-half to 48 hours after injection) than radioiodide ion 
within the cells. Therefore, it would appear that injected 
iodine does not react to form diiodotyrosin. Since radio-
active iodine concentration is increasing upto 48 hours, 
the possibility that within the first half hour a rapid 
rise then fall of inorganic I* took place is not logical. 
However, LeBlond and Gross (1948) have demonstrated that 
within two minutes after an injection of radioactive iodine 
the rat thyroid has organically bound 92 percent of the 
concentration present. Thus, they(Mann and LeBlond) claim 
that the reaction occurs before the iodine enters .the 
' thyroid cells, i.e., at t he cell membranes. Since inter-
stitial fluids are in general non-specific, the reaction 
most likely does not take place there. The possibility 
that preformed diiodotyrosin is removed from the circula-
tion by the thyroid for conversion to thyroxin, cannot be 
eliminated. Mor ton, Chaikoff, Reinhardt, and Anderson 
(1943) demonstrated that iodine could be organically bound 
by other tissue (liver and small intestine) in thyroidec-
tomized rats. 
II 
LeBlond and Siie (1941), hovrever, demonstrated 
I 
that radiodiiodotyrosin injected into rats was not accumu-
lated by the thyroid; it was unable to enter the cells. 
-r 
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Weighing all the pros and cons, Mann and LeBlond concluded /1
1 
I and confirmed Mann; LeBlond, and Warren (1942), that reac- '· 
!I 
tion (2) on page 74 occurs at t he cell membrane; the di-
iodotyrosin then forms t hyroxin . 
I 
lj Mann and LeBlond (1942) further demonstrated i n the 
I 
I dog t hat the t hyroid is a system comp osed of at least two 
I me chanisms. 
II 
I 
Using a large dose of labelled iodine-128, 
less organic iodine was demonstrable in the gland t h an witb. 
smaller doses. After one-half h our 10 percent was found 
as t hyr oglobulin, the rest as inorganic iodide ion. Since 
I-128 has a. short half , life (25 minutes) the experiment 
waa hurried. They confirmed their results with I-131 (half 
life eight days). Using tracer doses instead of larger 
doseS, 70 percent of the radioactive iodine in the thyroid 
was inorganic, one percent t hyroxin, and the remainder . 
diiodotyrosin. It would appear t hat primarily t h e thyroid 
has the ability to concentra te circulating inorganic io-
dine, and secondarily to convert it to thyroid ~0~1one. 
This fact has since been substantiated using antithyroid 
drugs. 
Tauvgg and Chaikoff in 1947 confirmed all the pre-
vious worker s and established t hat diiodotyrosin is de f i-
nitely the precursor of t hyroxin. Rats were injecte d with 
tracer doses of radioactive iodine, the t hyroids removed 
I 
,, 
I 
I 
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I 
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at various times, homogenized with trichloracetic acid and 
fractionated. Zilversmit et al in 1943 claimed that a 
given comp ound A is the precursor of a compound B if (1) 
---r-
11 
II 
I 
the activity of A is greater than tha t of B before B reachES 1 
its maximum, (2) t he activity of A is equal t o that of B 
when B is at a maximum, and (3) after B reaches its maxi-
mum it has a greater activity than A. Taurog and. Chaikoff 
observed all t hree conditions to be fulfilled and concluded 
that thyroxin does come from diiodotyrosin. 
Heretofore, it had been thought that iodide ion 
' 
and tyrosin in t the ':._circulating blood enter the ~thyr oid cells ~ 
l11 iodide becomes iodine and reacts with the tyrosin. IJ:'he di-
iodotyrosin formed passes into the acinus of t he follicle 
and there reacts to form thyroxin and thyroglobulin (Hisaw, 
1946). LeBlond and Gross (1948) have demonstl~ated that 
the processes occur entirely within the epithelial cells. 
One hour after the injection of radioiodine, radioauto-
graphs of the thyroid revealed activity within t he cells. 
Since only a protein would not have dissolved during t h e 
h istological technique of fixing and s taining the tis sue , 
t h e activity was due to newly synthesized thyroglobulin. 
In the thyroid of a rat on an iodine def icient diet, radio-
activity was observed in the cytoplasm at the inner apex 
of the hypertrophi ed. cells. From t h is LeBlond anrl. Gr oss 
!i 
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concl.ude,d t h at thyroglobulin is formed at t h e inner pol.:e 
of t h e acinar cells. I cannot agree with t nem , however , 
s i nce in t h e ep ithe lium of hypophysect omized rats, the 
activity was exhi b ited throughout the cytoplasm of the 
flattened cells. Similar observations were raade of colloid 
droplets within the cells: in the he i ghtened epithe lium 
they were a t the apex ; in the ~1:lattened epitheliwn , they 
were diffuse throughout the cytoplasm ·with larger drop let-s 
at the apex. rr'he conclusi ons from t he ir f ind:Lng s could be 
t h at the thyroglobulin is manufactured at t he opp osite pole 
of t he ce lls and migrates to the lumen of the thyroid fol-
licles. 
In their publication, Le Blond and Gross refu::te the 
theory of rever sa 1 of function of the thyr bid ce 11 s • The 
evidence presente d to substantiat e their findings was that 
a t ear lie r intervals t he organic radioiodine was in the 
cells, at l ater intervals in the colloid . At no t i me was 
there a rever sal of this sequence. Wh en thyroglobulin is 
needed , a proteoly tic enzyme cause s fra gmentation of the 
thyroglobulin , which then diffuses out of t h e follicles. 
I should like to knmv h ow the hydrolyzed thyroglobulin 
diffuses out of the follicles to the b l ood stream with out 
passing t h rough the ce lls . 
The f ollicles exh i b i t i ng intra cel l ular a ctivity 
II 
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s h owed a fairly even d istribution of the reaction through-
out the epithelium. Hence the ce lls of any give n follicle 
may be said to work a t a simiil..ar rate. An exception may 
be found in the peripheral follicle s 1Hh ich exh i bited a 
greater deposition of radioiodine on t he side nearer the 
center . This obs ervation correlates with a lesse r devel-
opment of vascularity i n t he marg ins of t h e t:1yroid , and 
t herefor e a smaller supply of t hyr otropic h ormone , iodine, 
etc. 
Once thyrofC:in (or t hyr oglobulin) is formed, it is 
dissemi nated from the t hyroid gland colloid. Gross and 
II 
I 
j, 
I 
Le Blond (1947a) have sh own that a n inj e cte d dose of i labelled " 
thyroxin is rapidly withdrawn from the blood of t he rat; 
one to t Yw percent of t he r adiothyroxin wa s found in the 
blood after t wo hours , and onl y 0.01 percent after twenty-
four hours. With i n t wo hour s ni ne to 24 percent of the 
a dmini ster·ed dose wa s present i n the liver, and four to 
eight percent after t wenty-four h ours. Frorr1 a concentra~ ' 
tion of fifty percent (mainl y un changed t hyroxin) i n vari-
ous parts of the di ge s t ive tract at t wo hours, t he activi-
t y was practically nil after 24 hours, except i n the feces 
~7 percent,of wh ich less t han 0.5 percent wa s thyrox -
in). E lever/p ercent of the :¢adioactivi t y wa s found in the 
urine ih-;.24 hours, mainly a s inorganic iodine. To determine 
I 
ji 
I; 
I 
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the route of entry into the gastrointestinal tract, the 
bile duct a nd various parts of the intestine were ligated. 
They (Gross and LeBlond) demonstrated that thyroxin enterd 
by way of the liver and bile, since the activity in the 
bile and liver increased correspondingly to the decreased 
activity in the G.I. tract. They found that approximately 
25 percent of the administered dose was destroyed in t wo 
' hours, and 50 percemt in 24 hours. By 24 hours from 80 
to 95 percent is eliminated from t he body. 
DI FFICULT I ES \'liTH 'THYROID FRACrriONATION 
In the procedure of separating the t hyroid fractions 
into radiothyroxin, radiodiiodotyrosin , and radioiodide 
Vi.iller, Anderson, Mad ison, and Salley ( 1944) . st ate t h at 
exch ange re a ctions are possible. They demonstrated that 
when radioiodine :_ :· '; and diiodotyrosin; and iodine and 
radiodiiodotyrosin are mixed an exchange of iodine at oms 
is observed; the reaction wa s found to occur in both di-
rections. The exchange rate was increased at higher pH: 
at a pH of two, eight percent exchange wa s observed; at a 
pH of five, 72 percent. A mixture of KI and diiodotyrosin 
was again found to exchange in either direction with a 
maximum of 37 percent at a Pii of 4.0 to 5.5. With in-
creased temperature more exchange was observed. Miller 
et al suggest that in vivo there is probably no exchange 
-- --
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but in the chemical analysis afterwards one must be wary 
in i nterpret ing the re~ults obtained. 
Pr-eviously, LeBlOnd and Si1e (1940) claimed that no 
exch ange was observed between Radioactive iodine and com-
\n -pc-.: t 
pounds of iodine in solution. This was confirmed by Perl-
" 
man, l\J orton, and Chaikoff ( 1943b) wh o tested t h eir analy-
tical procedure by adding radioiodine to normal de siccated 
thyroid tissue a.ntL fr.a·etionated the mixture. All the la-
belled iodine was recovered. Y.'hen radiodiiodotyrosin was 
mixed with thyroid tj_ssue, no activity was found in the 
thyroxin fraction, and only a slight amount in the iodide 
fraction. They concluded that the results obtained for 
the thyroxin were undoubtedly quantitatively accurat e , but 
that those for diiodotyrosin were slightly low, corralated 
with higher results for the iodide. Morton, Chaikoff, 
Re in..hardt , and Ander son in 1943 demonstrated that slig..ht 
exchange with all three compounds took p lace . ( cf Table III). 
They mixed radioactive iodine , t hyroxin, anq~iiodot'JT Osin 
i 
(each separately) with desiccated thyroid tissue and frac..; 
tionated it. In most instances the rate of exchange may 
be considered negl i g i b le. The findings of I'.'l iller and his 
cmvorkers (1944} contradict this, since as much as 72 per-
cent exchange was repor~ed. It bec~nes necessary, the~, 
to correctly evaluate the results of isolation procedures 
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Radioactivity Activity recovered as 
init.iaily Diiodo-
Experiment present as Thyroxin t 'yrosin .:: I-: 
1 
2 
3 
Iodide ion ().61 rJ( 0.83 % f C 
0.17 % 0.28 (f/ ':J 
0.82 % 0.60 ~ /O 
0.69 at 0.81 % / () I 
Diiodotyrosin 0.70 at 96.8 cr! / ~ f'? 
l .O % 97 .4 r:f /o 
0.95 cf 98.0 % f O 
0.69 d 97.9 ~ / C ;o 
Thyroxin 96.6 % 3 .4 % 
9 8~1 a/ 1.8 rr/ tO r·· 
87 .2 a1 5.82 % ;o 
88 .3 of 5.40 % ;o 
Table III. Exchange rat e s of the constitu-
of t he thyroid gland . 
(Modified after Mort on, Chaikoff, Rein-
hardt, and Anderson, 1943). 
to det er mine the true biochemical state , in vivo. 
--
T BE l'I&CliAN I Siv1 FOR TI-IL CONVbRS ION OF I N ORGAN IC IODIFE 
98 . 6 
99 . 5 
98.5 
98 . 8 
3 .0 
1.8 
0. 9 1 
0.98 
o.o1 
o.oo 
6.95 
6.30 
cf p 
cr/ 
t •J 
cr/ /:i 
a1 ; ::-
ct! 
; :. 
cr! {<) ,., 
7o 
of p:J 
d /(• 
<51 la 
% 
ci' j :; 
The fact that an oxidative process must ensue for 
the formation of diiodotyrosin was sugge ste d by von Mutzen-
becker in 1939. In 1942, John son and Tewkesbury demonstra-
ted hypoiodaus acid (HIO) incr·eased the yeild of thyroxin 
produced from diiodotyrosin. In the s:Jnthe tic process, an 
oxidizing system of high potentia l is ne cessary to cause 
..!-. 
'•. 
tO] 
t h e reaction 2I- -+ I2 to take place. Dempsey in 
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described granules in the follicle cells which 
h istoch emical evidence indicat ed a peroxidase. A rig or-
pus proof of this has not been demonstrated since a chemi-
cal separation of the peroxidase has not been accomplished. 
Thiouracil, however, ha s been found to inhibit its action 
to oxidize iodide ion to iodine . Whether this occurs be-
cause of the reducing ability of th~hiouracil or because 
of thiouraciJA tself, has. not been established. It is pos-
/ 
sible t hat as soon as t he I 2 is formed it is i mmediat e ly 
reduced to iodide again (Astwood, 1944-45}. 
peroxidase 
LOJ ; I2 
thiouracil 2r- (? ·? ) H 
Using thyroids obtained from sheep, Schachner, 
Franklin, and Chaikoff (1943 ) demonstrated that a cyto-
chrome-cyt ochrome oxidase system is present. The sheep 
thyroids were incubated in b icarbonate-Ringer's solution 
with sodium azide, sodiUJn cyanide, and aq.teous hydrogen 
sulfide (each separa tely) in an atmosphere of 95 percent 
oxygen and five percent carbon dioxide. Tissue slices 
were also incubated in an atmosphere of 95 percent nitrogen 
and five percent carbon dioxide (i.e., anaerobic condi-
I 
II They found that azide, cyanide, and sulfide all 
I 
ti ons). 
caused almost comple te inhibition of thyroxin formation. 
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The amount of diiodotyrosin was slightly less than in the 
'( 
control experiment, but not to such a malced degree. Since 
" 
hydrogen sulfide is a reducing agent, the sulfur contain-
ing amino acid cysteine was substituted. Inhibition was 
also evident, showin·g that the hydrogen sulfide not only 
inhibited because of its reducing action, but due to the 
sulfur contained in the molecule. In the atmosphere of 
nitrogen only a slight inhibition was observed, compared 
with the controls. Upon remov;al of traces of oxygen pre-
sent (approximately 0.6 percent) by suspending yellow 
ph osphorus in the reaction flask, a more pronounced inhi-
bition occurred. Since the chemicals used in the experi-
ment have also been found to inhibit reactions catalyzed 
by a · cy tochrome-cytochrome oxidas e s:rstem, Schachner et al 
concluded its presence in the thyroid epithelium. 
The accepted theory today is that circulating io-
dide is picked up by the thyroid, and under the influence 
of the peroxidase is converte d to I2. The amino acid 
tyrosin is then iodinated, and the production of thyroxin 
is catalyzed by a cytochrome-cytochrome oxidase system. 
( 1) 
peroxidase 
+ HO-OJ ~ -CH2yHCOOH 
--~ NH2 
(2) 
Tyros in 
= -- --~-='1=== 
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r 
(3) HO-I~,_CI~CHCOOH 
: NH2 
r 
Diiodotyrosin 
I 
[01 
cytochrome-
cytoc11rom.e 
oxidase 
FA C'fORS AFFEC'l' I NG 'l'Iili G:tllilv1ICAL 'l'HANSIWIS ~>I ON 
'l'he fa ct t hat the thyrotropic hormone from t he 
hyp ophysi s causes an augmente d metabolism of iodine h as 
been discuss ed above; t hyrot r opic h ormone has be en sh own 
to caus e an increase i n production of t hyroid hormone . ' 
Joliot, Courrier, Horeau ·, a:fud·:Blle (l944b) performed ex-
periments t hat seemed to indicate t hat the ho~1one from 
the t hyroid directly affe cts t h e production of TSH. Rab-
bits i n jected with thyroxin labelled with radioactive io-
dine were found to have greater activity in the anterior 
pituitary than pituitaries of control rabbits injected 
with radioiodide ions. They concluded that TH enters the 
hypophysis affecting it such that the output of the thy-
rotropic hormone is diminished • 
. Following hypophysectomy, Morton, Perlman, Ander-
son, and Chaikoff (194 2) demonstrated that rat thyroids 
were still ab•l e to concentrat e iodine but to a less er ex-
====-~~~~--== = 
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tent. Upon fractionation of the t hyroids, it was sh own 
t hat the ratio of radiodiiodotyrosin to radiothyroxin was 
increased markedly; les s t hyroxin was found in t h e rats 
with their pituitaries removed t han in the mormal controls. 
Percent r .. ~ in thyroids as 
Thyroxin; Diiodotyros in; 
hours after hours after 
injection injection 
.. 1 96 1 : 24 96 
Controls 15 % 40 % 75 o1_ /'· 40 % 
Ryp ophysect- 5 cL 10 o-f 65 % 80 % 80 % omized rats ,o ;'o 
Table IV. The effe ct of hypophyse ctomy on 
t he conversion of iodine. 
(!Ylodified after N1 orton, Perlman, Anderson, 
and Chaikoff, 1944). 
They concluded t hat withdrawal of thyrotropic h ormone by 
hyp ophyse ctomy did not interfere with the conversion of 
iodide to diiodotyrosin; it did, h owever , prevent the 
comp l et ion of the reaction, i.e., to produce t hyr ox in. 
In a. further attempt to d iscover t h P role -of the 
anter ior pituitary i n thyroid hormone synt he sis, LeBlond 
and Gross (194 8 ) demonstrated radioaut ographically t h at 
II hyp ophysectomiz to d rats 
J inorganic iodine as an 
are not able to bind efficiently 
organic compound. An hour after 
~~~ 1~~-~-~----=c--=~-- ~~-c ..• 
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an intraperitoneal injection of radioactive iodine, the 
isotope was found in the t hyroid cells; at the end of 24 
hours v,ery fe w follicles contained any activity, most of 
the iodine still being in the cells. In contrast normal 
t hyroids exh~b~ted no radioiodine in the cells at both 
\._ 
time s: all the activity was recorded in the the colloid 
of the follicles. 
- o"<'c., 
The inor ganic iodide~ therefore, are 
picked up from the blood 1 by the cells and become oxidized 
to iodine; the rmdine immediately reacts with the cell 
proteins to form thyroglobulin which is deposited in ~he 
colloid • . After hypophysectomy the same reaction occurs, 
but at a mu·ch reduced rate. This is in cont::r•adiction to 
Mort on and his coworkers ( 1944) who claimed that hypophy-
sectomy prohibited the formation of thyroxin, the .thyroid 
hormone precursor. 'rhe fact that thyroglobulin must be 
present was shown, . since in the histological technique 
thyroxin and inorganic iodine are dissolved .- out of the tis-
sue. Also, the th~roids were placed in a mixture of equal 
volu:Q1es of Bouin' s fluid amd ammonium sulphate, which pre-
cipitates protein molecules (LeBlond and ~ross). Howev:er, 
{.f! orton et al ( 1944) said hypophysectomy did not prohibit 
the iodination of tyros in, and LeBlond and . Gross d~mati-
"-
cally state t hat newly formed thyroglobulin is present in 
the thyroid epithelium. Why can it not be vadiodiiodo-
tyrosin that was observed instead of thyroid hormone? 
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Morton, Perlman, and Chaikoff (1942) investigated 
t h e effect of thyrotropic hormone on the turnover of organic l 
I 
iodine by the thyroid. _In guinea pigs wh ich had been re-
ceiving one unit of 'I'SH for four days, moryi-::- was accurrru.-
lated by the thyroid, but less was in organic combination 
I 
q 
I ~~ of t h v-
' ~ 
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Hours 
after 
I-:dnj. 
% of inj. 
I -::- in the 
thyroid 
% of thy-
roid I-::- as 
org. I 2 
% of thy-
roid I-::- as 
thyroxin 
roid I-:< as 
diiodotyr. 
Control 
TSH 
Control 
'l' SH 
2 
2 
26 
26 
4-9 % 
12-23% 
14-27% 
32w41% 
90~~ 
70% 
90% 
90~< , -
io% 
20~~ 
Table v. The effect of thyrotropic hormone on 
the conversion of I* by the t hyroid. 
( Modified after Morton, Perlman, and 
Chaikoff, 1942). 
two h ours after the a &ninistration of the radi0isotope of 
iodine ( cf Table V). By 26 hours the amount of organic 
iodine in both experimental and control::)_animals was equal. 
In the plasma of the experimental animals, more organic 
·' . ' .• _I_ 
80% 
70% 
--r 
iod ine was found at all times (cf Tab le VI). Although the 
thyroids of gu inea p i g s treate d with thyrotropic h or mone 
concentrate d l ess organic iodine, the plasma wa~ found to 
contain mor-e. Theref or e , the effe ct of 'I'SH is to enhance 
the capacity to accu!"!ulate inorganic iodide , and also t he 
rate of its conversion, by the t h yroid and t hus cause the 
- -- -·=-=---=l 
liberation of its h ormone more rapidly. Chagas , de Robertis, 
a nd Couce iro (l94b ) using microp ipe ttes, demonstrated t h at 
h ours a! ,10 of inj. c:-' /o of plasma c;t /o of plasma 
after . r~~ ~·: in--; I.;} as organ- I·'" 
" 
as 
1-;;.in j. plasma ic iodine thyroxin 
Control 2 2-3 of, 10 ' 1 ", j O 
TSH 2 2-3 o1 70 40 o1 70 
Control 26 0.3 o;.' j O 70 o? ;o 
TSli 26 0.7 cJ 70 90 % 
Table VI. The effect of TSH on the distri-
bution of organic iodine in the plasma. 
( Modified after ~orton, Perlman, and 
Cha i k off, 1942) . 
0.9 
8 .5 
50.0 
80.0 
with i:(i the individual thyroid follicles .of rats injected 
with TSH, penetration of I-:~ i n six to 18 hours wa s equal 
c! 7o. 
o·t 70 
'11 1·: 
0; ;o 
to t h at of control animals in 40 hours. They corrob orate 
\ 
Gersh and Baker who in 1943 demonstrated that under the 
influence of thyrotrop ic hormone, an increased iodination 
of thyroglobulin could be observed by ultra violet absorp-
tion spectroscopy. 
The increased turriover of radioactive iodin e was 
confir·me d by Per l man , lvi orton, and Chaik off ( l94 2a) v1he n 
they investigated the distribution of labelled diiodoty-
rosin and thyroxin in per:bpheral tissues (i.e.,_ other 
t t1an the thyroid) of gu inea pigs treate'd with thyrotropic J h ormone. In.call tissues studied , 
-~ --~--i =-~~--~-----=~--- -==---~-~~ ===-= 
an increased amount of 
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r : rganic iodine was observed ( c f Table VII), 
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Tissue 
Control Liver 
Muscle 
Small 
intes-
tine 
Plasma 
TSH Liver 
Muscle 
Small 
intes-
tine 
Plasma 
% Radioiodine pre s e nt a s inorgani ) r 2 
26 hours after 1
1 
I->~ injection i1 
2 hours after 
I ·' ·~\ injection 
86-99 % 
89-95 c:/ 7o 
92-97 c,;' f O 
87-99 % 
63-77 % 
85-87 % 
86-87 % 
60-61 % 
67-70 ofo I 
47-81 ~; 
80-87 % 
20-21 % 
26-34 % 
21-24 % 
Table VII. ':el1.e effect of ri'SH on inorganic 
iodine in peripheral tissues. 
(Modified after Perlman, Morton, and 
Chaikoff, l942a). 
Rats which had been kept on an iodine deficient 
diet (i.e., under TSH stimulation) ·were found to accumu-
late and convert an injected dose of labelled iodine quite 
rapidly (Le Blond and Gross, 1948 ). Within t wo minutes 92 
~ percent of the radioactive iodine . present in the thyroid 
was organically bound. Since no control figures were given 
in the report, the full weight of the findings cannot be 
appreciated. Hov1ever, in guinea pigs which were under the 
_ _j~~~=· n=f=lu=e=n=c=e=o=f~~i=n=J=.e=c=t=ed thyrotropic hormone, the thyroids 
~--~-11 
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I 
! were almost double the weights of the controls ( 82 grams 
as compared to 52 grams), and col lected e ight t:iJnes as rrru.ch 
radioiodine one hour after an injection (4.19 p ercent in 
contrast to 0.52 percent in the controls). This aids in 
T ime after % of r-:~ of j O of I~~ present 
I" .... injection injected as organic 
Thyroid 2 minutes 1.16 % 92 % 
7 minutes 4.09 d1 95 c1, 70 r · 
15 minutes 11.65 o/ 98 o1 ,o JO 
24 hours 52.50 % 99 % 
2 minutes 0.03 % 0.24 r1f % 
7 minutes 0.01 % 0.14 at /0 
15 minutes 0.02 c-t 0.19 % 7c. 
24 hours 0.72 ~~ 78.50 % 
Blood 
Table VIII. The effect of an iodine deficient 
diet on the conversion of radioiodine. 
(Modified after LeBlond and Gross, 
1948). 
illustrating the marked difference betv1een normal and 
··~· 
stimulated thyroid glands. 
I2 . 
A series of investigations were performed by lolff 
and Ohail{off (1948) to de termine the influence of the io-
dine concentration in the blood on the chemical transmis-
sion of inorganic iodide ion. They found (1948c) that 
intraperitoneal injections of labelled KI in larger con-
centra tions inhibited the formation of thyroid hormone. 
A dose of ten ga~na of KI (i.e., ten lO,OOOths of a gram) 
- : ... .-. 
I 
I 
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caused an increase in total and organic iodine in the thy-
roid: a maximum amount of six gamma, of which 90 to 95 per-
cent was organic iodine. Fifty gamma of KI caus e d an in-
hibition of the synthesis of TH for a period of five hours; 
200 gamma prohibited the organic binding of iodide for 12 
to 13 hours; 500 gamma, for an even longer t~me. The cri-
tical plasma level for iodine is 19 gamma percent. This 
corroborates the findings of Morton, Chaikoff, and Rosen-
feld (1944) who found that a Ringer's solution containing 
more than 20 gamma percent produced an inhibition of thy-
roid hormone synthesis in vitro. Johnson: and ·Tewkesbury 
( 1942) suggested that ~ihen iodide ions are oxidize d to 
iodine, the iodine reacts with water forming hypoiodous 
acid: 
( 1) r- [01 
(2) I2 + ~0 HIO t H+ + r-. 
~~ :::t :: t:: r a :a~::4:~ ::::::: :n t:; t f :::::0 : o:~n:I :r:; e nt 
I shifting the equilibrium of reaction (2) to the left, or 
I, 
II 
I 
I! 
it may iodinate the enzymes present in the thyroid cells, 
rendering them incapab le to catalyze the synthesis of TH. 
Alth ough larger doses of iodine caused an inhibi-
tion of hormone production, t h e iodine conce ntra ti ng ca-
pacity of t h e thyroid was not diminished C'lolff and Chai-
82 
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k off, l948 c). 
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This again illustrates that the thyroid in-
1
1 
volves two me chanisms: one for the rapid accumulation of 
iodine, the other for its organic conversion. 
In another experiment a carrier d ose of labe lled 
KI (t en ga mma) wa s injected into nephre ctomized animal s 
( Wolff and Chaikoff, l948b). ( 'l'he kidneys were removed to I 
prevent the excretion of the I->:- in the urine). Af t er 40 
hours , eight to nine gamma percent was still evident in 
the blood. Radioactive iodine present in the thyroid was 
found to increase in amount , of which 90 percent wa s or-
ganically bound. Following injections of 5 00 ga mma of KI, 
an average of 210 gamnia per cent was i n t he blood during 
t he course of the exp e riment . Although a larger amount of 
,I 
radioiodine could be demonstrated in the thyroid, less 
t h an t wo percent was organically bound . 
In an effort to determine how the homeostatic reg-
/ 
ulation of thyroid hormone synthes,i 1'1.s affected by i odine , 
'ivolff and Chaikoff 1 ( l948a) injected rats intraperitoneally I· 
with labelled KI (five to 100 gamma}. 1'he rat..s were k illed, I: 
their thyroids remove d and h omoge niz ed . Tri ch loracetic 
acid was added to precipitate the proteins; thyroxin and 
diiodotyrosin were then s ep~rated from the precipitate . 
It was found that with doses of five and ten gamma, the ' I 
amount of radi<:rcii1~!9.-l-.y.ro,\n exceeded the quantity in the 
I[--=-~==----=~~~~----
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' t hyroids of rats injected with 50 or 100 gamma. The radio- I 
thyroxin was approximately t he same in both instances. The 
conclusion ~va s that excess iodide ion probably in.hib its the 
iodination of_tyrosin to diiodotyrosin, but only t he rate 
of formation of t hyroxin. 
To test the effects of vitamin A on t hyroid hor-
mone synthesis, Lipsett a nd Ti i nz l er (1947) kept rats on 
a diet deficient in that vitamin for 25 days. The weights 
of the thyroids were obseved to increase from an average 
of 11.5 milligrams per 100 grams of body weight of t h e 
controls, to 21.5 milligrams per 100 grams of the vit~nin 
A deficient rats. Histologicall-y; , the t hyroids of t he 
latter group exhibited t ypical colloid goiter i~~ laces, 
a nd degenerative changes in other places. After an i n jec-
of 50 microcuries of radioiodine, the amount concentrate d 
by __ t he t hyroids of both groups was approximately the same; 
when calculated per milligrrun of thyroid tis sue, the vit-
arni n£ef icient rats accumulated much less. The amount of 
/ 
inorgani c iodide in the normal rat s reached a max i mum of 
approxirnat e l y 12 per cent in four h ours, followed by a 
rap id de crease . That of the exper i mental rats rea ched a 
maximum of 25 pe r cent in about 24 h ours, follo-wed by a 
slower , de crease. The radiothyroxin content of the normal 
glands was at a peak of 23 per cent in 72 h ours; t he defi-
---~=~--
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cient rats converted only 14 percent of t he I-:~ -;"' 72 1 o 
.J .. .a .1. urs. 
It is obvious t hat t he lack of vitamin A inhibits t hyroid 
hormone production, but at wh ich step (iodide to diiodo-
t yros in, or diiodotyrosin to t hyroxin) is still unde ter-
mined. 
On a diet containing exce ss vitamin A, Lipsett and 
Winzler (1947 } observed that a slight positive effect may 
take place , but since only a few animals v'Tere use d , they 
only sugge st the p os sibility . 
ANT I THYRO ID COMPOUNDS 
In 1941 MacKenzie, IVJ.acKenzie, and McCollum demon-
strated that sulfaguanidine cause d the rapid formation of 
goiters i n rats i n the presence of adequate or excess io-
dine. 'Ih is observation acted a;s a stimulus to the recent 
work on goitr ogenic substances to determine their mode of 
action on the thyroid~ IViacKenzie and MacKenzie ( 1943 ) 
demonstrated that the sulfonamides caused an enlargement 
and hyperemia in the thyroids of rats, d ogs, and mice . A 
decreased amount of colloid ·w ith a marked hypertrophy , 
followed by hyperplasia of the thyroid epithelium, was evi-
dent in histological sections. Apparently the thyroids 
were hyp oactive (the animals ate _less, their growth and 
II metabolic rates decreased, etc.), but the hyperplasia 
II 
.JI 
I 
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was reminiscent of intense t hyrot:ropic stimulation. Ast-
wood et al ( 1943) demonstrated that such was the case; 
fol1owing hyp ophysectomy, the g oitrogenic action of thio-
urea and related compounds, and the sulfonami des did not 
affect the t hyr oid. Also, r: an injection of thyroid hor-
mone in the i ntact animal a b ol ished the g o~trogehic effects . 
Further, in normal, thyroide ctomized , or hypophysectomized 
animals on a g oitrogeni c d i et, the chemical did not modi-
fy the calor i g enic or toxic action of a dmin istered t hyroid 
hormone. Fr om t heir findings, t hey concluded t h at t he 
action of t he drug s to pr oduce hy perplasia was n ot d ire ct-
l y on the t hyroid, but rather on the anter ior pituitary . 
'I'he drug s cause a failure of synth esis of t he thyroid 
h ormone, leading to a compensatoryenlarg ement of the 
t hyroid due to t hy rotropic h orm one st ir::u lation. 
The fact t n at t he t hyr oid loses t he a b ility to 
s ynt he size its t1 o:r·mo::1e under t h e i nf luence of anti thyroid 
c m;np ounds was confirme d by Astw.ood and Bissell in 1944 . 
They demonstrated that following the administration of 
t h iouracil, a rapid loss of iodine from the g land e nsued , 
accompanied by prompt cessa tion of the production of 
thyroid h ormone. The de creas ing concentration of iodine 
\( vvas found to correlate with the loss of colloid from the 
follicles of the g land ; and follo vi i ng administration of 
II 
r~-·· 
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thyrotropic hormone, the d isch arge of colloid >'las i n creasedJ 
'l'he effect of the TSH on iodine was not so great; the 
iodine may be stored in the hypertrophied follicle ce lls. 
As the circulating t hyr oid h ormone is us ed up, compenaa-
tory g rowth of t he t hyroid ensues . 
The MacKenzies (1943 ) proposed t h at antithyroid 
compounds may cause t h e destruction or inactivation of 
circulating 'l'H, but Malkiel (194 6 ) using a modification 
of the Reid-Hunt method for studying prate ction of mice 
a gainst acetonitril poisoning , demonstrated t hat t h io-
uracil sh owed no antagonistic e ffects to any preformed or 
i n jected thyroxin. 
Hu ghes .(1944 ) found that rats fed t...l').iouracil from 
birth developed such a h ypothyroid condition, t hat cretin-
ism resulted. During the first thre e to four rr~eks , the 
mortality rate was quite high . Hu ghes demonstrated t hat 
t h i s vi as not due to t h e toxic effect of the drug , s i n ce 
control animals fed thioura ci l and inj ected wi t h t hyroid 
h ormone de ve loped normally . Hence, t he dr'ug vras i n stru-
menta l i n producing a tt chemical t hyroide ctomy . 11 
Since the antithyroid comp ound prohibited the for-
rn a.tion of thyroid h ormone, and many of the rats d i ed , it 
wou ld appear t hat the thyroid is es s ential for early 
grov1t h and development . This fact seems coincidental with 
,, 
II 
,, 
r 
~ 
the hyp othesis proposed by G or ban · and Evans ·( 1943) . 'l'hey 
" 
found t hat in frogs ( 1941:) and l ampreys (Gorbman and Crea-
ser, 1942 ), iodine INa s organically b ound ear l y i n the 
embryogeny; in t he fetal rat (Gorbman and Evans, 194:3 ) io-
d ine accumulation occurred lat e in development (the t hyr o id 
h orm one possibly supp lied thr·u .. t he placenta). Once a rat 
is b orn, hov;ever, the s ituation appears analogous with 
oviparous ani mals. It would be interesting to test t he 
action of antithyroid drug s on the lower ch ordates such as 
the lamprey, to ascertain the effect on t he ir development 
and on their ab ility to concentrate iod ine . 
Using radi~iodine, Frank lin and Cha i koff (1943 ) 
c onfirmed t he MacKenz ies (1943 ) and Astwood e t a l (19430 ; 
sulfani lami de wa s found ~ i tL.'l.ib it the conversion of i n -
org a nic iodide to b oth di iodotyrosi n and t hyroxin in vitro. 
'The de gre e of inh i bition was prop ortional to the concen-
tratio :_l of the dru g . The sulfonamides were found not to 
prevent the accumulation of rad i oa ctive iod ide ion (Frank-
lin and Ch aikoff, 1944), hence confirming the view dis-
cussed ab ove , t h at the thyroid involves t Ho me ch an i sms: 
one for the rapi d removal of circulating iodine, t he other 
for it s incorporation into organic form. Franklin, Chai-
koff, and Lerner, (1944 ) demonstrated t hat t h iouracil, 
t h iourea , p -ami n obenzoic acid, p-aminophenylacetic acid, 
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and potassium thiocyanate, all inhibit the conversion of 
iodide ion by thyroid s lices i n vitro. Methy l cyanide wa s 
focmd not to effect t he organic convers ion of iod ine. Th i s 
is contrad ictory to Schachner , Franklin, and Chaikoff ( 1944) 1. 
who found t ha t cy anide (as sodium cyanide) h ad an i YLh. ibi-
tory action in vitro . (se e below). Franklin and Chaikoff 
(1944) sugest t hat in the animal body undissociated methyl 
cyanide is transformed into t h iocyanat e or cyanide ion 
which produce s hyperp lasia of the t hyroid. 
After i n cubation i n bicarbonate-Ringer's solution, 
a n average of 90 percent of t he I·:~ in t he solution v;as 
accmnulated by the control thyroid slices, compared to 
liver slices wh ich were able to concentrate only ten per-
cent - (Franklin, Chaikoff, and Lerner, 1944). Thiourea, 
t h iouracil, p-aminobenzoic acid, and p-aminophenylacet ic 
acid caused only a slight diminution of the ability to 
remove iodine from the Ringer 's, appr oximately 80 percent 
of t he radioactive iodine was present i n the thyroids . 
The t hyroid slices which were incubated in potassium thio-
cyanate exhibited only ten percent of the radioiodine . It 
would appear t hen , t ha t KSCN acts by a br eakd own of the 
me chanisms involved in the removal of circulating iodide , 
v~hile t he oth er drugs inhibit hormone production. 
_ ,i 
I 
I 
I 
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if an ~dncrease · ·Of iodine in the diet vms il!aintained, rats 
receiving KS CN did not develop g oiters ( cf Figure 13). Rats 
on a t h ioure a diet did, hovvever, become g oitrous even with 
simultaneous administrat ion of iodine. An injection of 
J 
diiodotyrosin had an effect similar to that ~f iodine: it 
did not prevent goiter. If rats wer e g iven thyroxin, the 
pre vention of/goiter was accomp lishe d . Th~r'¥fore, t h io-
1\ I 
ur' ea must suppress the .Jz'l]tochrome-cytochrome oxidase system 
from cataly zing the syn=.thesis of thyroxin. This was con-
firmed by Bauman, Metzger, and Iviarine ( 1944) who found that 
t h iourea caused a functional t hyr ostasis of the thyr oid 
cells, thus depressing t hy roxin formation. Kes ton, Gold-
smith, Gordon, and Charipper . (1944) further substantiated 
the fact that t h iourea depresses the synthesis of h ormone 
labelle d vdth radioa.c11ve iodine, in vivo and in vitro. 
---- ----
Rawson, 'l'annhe imer , and Peacock ( 1944) dispute 
Franklin and Chaik off ( 1944 )'. Rawson et al demonstrated 
that rats kept on thiouracil and potassium thiocyanate _for 
2 8 days developed a hyperplastic thyroid. On gross exam-
·; 
ination the thyroids/v;~ere very large and quite red due to 
an increased vascularity; the thyroids of rats given KSCN 
were 185 .qercent the mass of normal controls, and those o.f 
the thiouracil r•a ts, 310 percent. Histologically, the 
· acinar cell height was markedly increased, associated wi t h 
I . 90 
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Figure 13. The effedt of potassium thio-
cyanate on the thyroid. 
A. Normal interaction of the thyroid and 
Hypophysis. 
B. Administration of KSCN proQuces block, 
diminishing synthesis of TH, and thus 
hyperplasia and lowered B1ffi. 
c. Coadministration of large doses of io-
dine prevents hyperplasia. 
D. Coadministration of thyroid hormone 
also prevents hyperplasia. 
( Modified after Raws on, Hertz, and Ivieans, 1943 ). 
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-11 papil:ry pr ojections of the epithelium into the follicular 
I 
lumina , under t h e influence of potassium thiocyanate. A 
I greater hypertrophy was obs e rved due to the thiouracil, 
1l along with a complete absence of the typical follicular 
lj 
II 
st~cture because of the hyperplastic epithelium. 
.. 
In both 
instances, if the gr ov1th of the thyroid were associated 
with a hy peractivity , a s)l-e re and definite we i ght loss 
would h ave r e sulted in the rats ; on the contrary, a slight 
gain in weight wa s observ ed. 1~vhen the animals were injected 
Figure 14. The effect of thiouracil on the 
thyroid. 
(Modified after Ra wson, Tannhe imer, 
and Peacock, 1944). 
with radioactive iodine, the control thyr oids collected 56 
perce nt o:fl the administered dose, the KS CN thyroids 86 per-
cent, and the thiouracil thyroids ten percent. From their 
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findings, Rawson et ~ concluded t ha t t h iocy anat e d i min-
ish es t he manufa cture amd release of TH ( cf Figul:'e 13), 
wh ile thiouraci l supresses t h e uptake of iodine by t he 
j\ 
t hyroid (cf Figure 14). 
Franklin, Lerner, and Chaikoff (1944 ) confirmed 
Rawson et a1 (1944 ) and contradicted t he ir previous find-
ings (Franklin, Chai koff, and Lerner ' · 1944). Using rats 
f ed t h iouracil for seven days , radioactive iodine wa s in-
jected at 0, 7, and 14 day intervals ; after 48 h ours t he 
t hyr oids v1ere excised . A tabulation of their results may 
Controls 
Thiouracil 
rats inj. 
with I-:~ 
after 
0 days 
7 days 
14 days 
Average 
% I -:c in 
thyroid 
31-38 % 
Average 
~~ I-:~ as 
thyroxin 
6 % 
10-14 %1 . of 
13-19 %! 1.7~3.8 -p 
34-35 % 6 % 
Average 
at I " as ;a . -,"' 
diiodo-
tyrosin 
16-19 % 
5 ... 1 6 8 - r!( • - . • . ;o 
16-19 1b 
Tabl e IX. The effect of thiouracil on radio-
iodine in the r a.t _, t hyroid. 
(Modif ied after Franklin, Lerner , and 
Chail{Off , 1944). 
be seen in Table IX. Fr om their findings , t hey concluded 
that thiouracil depresses t he accumulation of I-::- by the 
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thyroid, but the effect is only temporary, lasting approxi-
mately two weeks. 
Since there seemed to be a discrepancy of opinion 
concerning the effect of potassium thiocyanate on the t hy-
roid, Wolff, Chiakoff, Taurog, and Ruben in 1946, attempted 
to ascertain the true mechanism. They demonstrated that s 
sheep thyroids suspended in a bicarbonate-Ringer's solution 
containing KSCN, absorbed 21 percent of t he radioactive 
iodine present (9 percent organic) compared to 76 percent 
in the controls (54 percent organic). Rats were maintained 
on a diet containing KSCN for 18 and 24 days. Sixteen to 
24 hours before an injection of labelled iodine, the rats 
received neither food nor thiocyanate. The enlarged thy-
roids caused by the KSCN accumulated more of the I-::- than 
did the controls, but on a gram per gram basis, less than 
the controls. The amount of depression did not favorably 
compare with the in vitro experiment. It was therefore, 
presumed that the potassium t h iocyanate was rapidly re-
moved by t he body. 
They repea.ted their experiment injecting the KSCN 
intraperitoneally for ten days. Twenty-four hours before 
removing t h e thyroid, the injections were stopped. Five 
hours before excising the glands, radioactive iodine 11as 
administered. The glands were larger, t he percent of I -::-
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collected greater, but the amount per gram of t hyr oid 
approximately the same as t he controls (cf Table X). 
I 
t . \: 1ssue I 
An -
group of rats received KSC N for ten days and also at the 
same time of the injection of the tagged iodine (i.e., 
I 
i! 
five hours before removal of the thyroid). ri'he I-::- absorbed 1 
Controls 
KS CE rats 
19 hours 
before I -:< 
injection 
KSCN rats 
at tiine 
of I-::-
injection 
Average 
t hyroid 
weight 
26.2 mg. 
38. 1 mg. 
32.5 mg. 
Average % I-:l-
collected by 
whole thyroid 
48 % 
63 % 
1.1 % 
Average % I-:~ 
collected per 
g:.··"' of thyroid 
1.83 % 
1.69 % 
0.036 7b 
Table X. The effect of KS CN on the accumu-
lation of radioiodine by rat thyroids. 
OEodified after ~;' olff, Chaikoff, Taurog, 
and Ruben, 1946). 
by the thyroids wa s much reduced, as v·1e 11 as t h e amount of 
iodine pe r gram of tissue (cf IJ:'able X). They concluded, 
therefor e t hat potassium t h iocyanate does not act by h inder-!1 
ing t he conversion of iog anic iod i de , but rathe r inhib its 
t he me ch anism of iodine accumulation by the t hyroid g l a n d . 
Larson, Keating , Peacock , and Rawson (1945a) using 
Jl Leghorn chicl{ S, demonstrated t h at t he ir t hyroi d s, whmch 
- --- ~. ~,.----1=!= .. =======~~=======~======~=~~~ 
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I 
I 
h ad been made g oitrous with t h iouracil, h ad a d i minished 
capacity to collect radioactive iodine. Upon withdrawal 
of t :'l iouracil, t he cap acity i s. reacquired ( cf Figure 15). 
rl'he amount of I·::- colle cted exceeded t h at of normal controls, 
and controls injecte d with thyrotropic h ormone . Keat ing 
Percent 
collection 
of I-:l-
60 
--50 -
40 
30 
20 
--- - .c_ontrol 
--
--
---10 
0 12 24 48 120 
Hours after withdrawa l 
of thiouracil 
Figure 15. Capacity to collect I.;:- by the 
t hyr oid made goitrous with thiouracil. 
(After Larson, Keating, Peacock, and 
Raws on, l945a). 
and h is associates claim that the primary effect of thio-
uracil is to inhibit colle ction of iod ine . The hyperplasia 
l'ih ich develops later is h istolog ically and physiologically 
identica l viith t h at caused by thyrotropic hormone stimu-
lation by inj e ctions . The d i minished t hyroid h or_,wne for -
mati on, t herefore , upsets the homeostasis, liberating more 
'I'SH fr om the anterior pituitary, r e sulting in c o;npensat.ory 
grow th of the thyr oid. 
=-11-~~----~~~~-~-===~-----~= -
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Larson, Keating, Peacock , and Ra VJson (1945b) found 
a dirainished iodine concentration by the t hyr oids of chicks 
i n jected with thiouracil. v; i t h l arg er doses , stronger in-
h i bition res u lted . It was also sh ovm t h at the drug exerted 
its inf l uenc e t o iru~ibit the iodine c ollection by the thy-
reid ·w ithin one h our after admi nistration, but t he effect 
was g one after 24 h our s . A ten milligram des ~ was injected 
into ch icks followed by administration of radioactive io-
dine one hour later . After fou r hour s the t h yro i d s were 
reraoved and fractionated i n to inorganic iodide and org a n ic 
iodine . The org anic iodine in t he control and experimental 
ch icks Vla s about equal, but the tota l iodid e c ontent of 
t:ne g lands of the latter group was seven to e i ght time s as 
mu ch . 'l'his confirms Astwood ( 1944 - 45 ), who claimed that 
t h iouracil act s a s a reducing agent to prevent t h e oxida-
tion of iodide to iodine . 
The effect of thiouracil and related corripot..mds 
s eems to be that of inh i b iting the colle ction of iodine 
by the t hyroid . :Sut Stanley ( 1948 ) states that t h ioura cil 
d oe s not prevent the accwnulation of iodine ; pnly a de-
pressed ability to tran sform i n or ganic iodide to or ganic 
iodine results. · Potassium th:iocyanate, on t he other hand, 
causes a ::;dimi n ished collection of iodide by the thyr oid, 
and also a dis ch arge of iodide ion already pre s ent. Onc e 
·- - - -=-=-== 
t h e iodine is in organic combination, KSCN has no effect 
upon its discharge (Stanley and Astwood, 1948). The thio-
cyanate ion does not act like a halogen to displace the 
iodine in the thyroid, sin~e t he g land does not concentrate 
KSCN any more than does any other organ of the body (Stan-
ley, 1948). 
Schachner, Franklin, and Chaikoff (1944) found 
t hat sodiwn azide inhibits thyroid accumulstion of iodine 
and also i~~ibits its conversion to organic form. The 
concentration of I-:< in normal sheep and beef thyroids in 
vitro was depressed 75 to 50 percent by the azide ion. 
The organic fraction wa s decreased from 48percent to one 
percent. In contrast, cyanide and sulphide ions caused 
an inhib ition of accumulation from 80 percent to 7-17 per-
cent, and 78 percent to 17 percent, respectively. The 
conversion of the radioactive iodine was reduced from 55 
percent to less t han one percent by the t wo ions. Since 
the decreased a~Borption parallels the depression of con-
version, it was concluded that less orgaBic iodine was 
present due to a decreased penetration into the thyroid. 
With t he azide, however, t he failure to form t hyroxin and 
diiodotyrosin did not correlate vr ith the suppression of 
absorption of iodide ion by the thyroid. 
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01'1-JER rrE CHNI QU1:!; S I N BNDOCRI NO LOOY 
PHOSP HOn U S AND T.I-i.L 'I'liYrt OID 
Since iodine is rapidly withdrawn from the circu-
--' . 
lating blood by th~ thyroid g land, the use of its radio-
active isotope has found popular usage for the study of 
thyroid function. However , this is not the only tracer 
technique practiced by endocrinolog ists. Greenburg, 
____-- I 
Fraenlcel-Conrat, and Glendening (1947) studied the role 
of the thyroid in the metabolism of radiophosphorus. Th ey 
found t h at a hypersecretion op the gland lowe r e d the total 
of acid soluble, inorganic, and labile phosphorus fractions 
in the liver and k idney s, and increased it in the muscula-
ture. When there is a hypoactivity, the opposite results 
obtain , t h at i s , an incr eas e of P-:~ in the liver and k id-
neys, and a decrease in the muscles. Yihen t he l a tter con-
dition prev,ils, the liver n as t he great~st ability to 
c on centrate t he radioactive phosph orus, and the ·muscles 
the lea~t; t he kidneys fall somEjVihe re in between the t wo. 
Under the influence of a hyperfunctioning thyroid, the 
liver and k i dneys seem e qually capable of dep ositing the 
labelled phosphorus. 'I'he authors sug ge st that t he thyr aid 
re gulates metabolism by altering the rate of transfer 
across the cell membranes of tissu es in the body. 
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PHOS:PHGRUS AND TEE PAI1A'l'BYRO IDS 
In 1898, ver Eecke noticed a decrease. in urine 
phosphorus following thyroidectomy in dogs. It was not un-
til 1911 that Greenwald realized that when t h · thyroid was 
removed, the parathyroid g lands were also. In 1913, Green-
wa ld established that the decrease in p~osphorus excreted 
was due to a retention of acicf soluble phosphate in the 
blood following parathyroidectomy . 
Tweedy and Campbell ( 1944 ), to determi ne the role 
of parathyroid hor·mone, injected rats with parathyroid ex-
tract, followed by an injection of Na2HP·:~o4 • They dis-
covered that the extvact caused a greater deposition in 
the liver and kidneys, and a lesser accumulation in the 
femurs of experimental animals than in a control gr oup 
which received no parathyroid. Also, an immediate in-
crease in urinary P-;~ _ was brought about by the parathormone. 
In . l947, 'l'weedy in collaboration with Chilcote and Patras, 
studied t he effect of thyroparathyroidectomy on injected 
radiophosphorus. From their experiments, they c oncluded 
that during the first 24 hours following the extirpation 
of the glands, urinary and fecal P-:~- de creased sharply ~;. 
·idthin 48 hours, however, retention of · the labelled ele-
rnent decreased in proportion to an increased urinary and 
fecal output. After 15 to 26 days, excretion of phosphorus 
-------=l-1'=-=-===-============----=-=-=--======,==============11 
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exceeded that in the control group. It was also found that 
both large and small d oses of administered parathyroid ex -
tract caused equal l y sudden alteratio'n of the d istribution 
of radioactive ph oph orus within 24 h ours after t he opera-
tion ; i.e., a mark edly decreased re ten tion accompa n i ed 
by a n increased excretion. rrhis seemed to indicate that 
para t h ormone may h ave a direct effect on phosphorus me tab -
olism, rathe r than act t hrough an int er mediary me ch a n isJa . 
In another series of experiments i n wh ich bilateral neph -
rectomies '1 e r e performed, injected parathyr oid_ extra ct h ad 
no effect on the d istributi on , retention , or excretion 
of tagged phosphorus. 
PHOSPHORUS AND 'I' ill~ ADHENALS. 
In a study of ph opholipid metab olism in the kid-
ney s, liver, and other tissues of the body , Perlman , Ru ben , 
a nd Ch ailcoff (1937 ) found it to entail t wo phases as traced 
with P-;~o: the forrnation of t he phosphory lated fat, and sub-
sequent utilization , i.e., depos it ion a nd removal of t he 
labe lled phosphorus . I n 19L.l:2, Stillman, Entenma n , Ander -
son, and Chaikoff attemp t ed to determi ne t h e part the a d -
rena l s p lay in the conversion of Na2 HP·:~o4 to phosphorylized 
fats. It was determi ned that althou gh the expe~1mental 
a n i mals exhi b ite d a marked adrenal i n sufficiency, a drenal-
e ctomy i n no way interfered with the me tabol ism of 
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phospholipids. 
PHOSPHOFlUS AN D 'l' Iili HYPOPHYSIS 
Again using a radioactive isotope of ph osphorus, 
Borell , ~wstman , and Orstr~m (1947) studied the function 
of the hypophyseal-diencephalic system in relation to ovu-
lation in rabb its. For an hour following coitus the con-
centration of radiophosphorus in the tuber cinereum inc"e~s 6. 
above that of control rabbits inj ected with P~~ , but not 
allowed to copulate. An increased concentration of label-
le d phosph orus was in t he adenohypoppysis for 24 hours. 
' ~ 
In the ovaries a greater conce ntration of p.;.c vms found , 
which commence d 30 minutes after and reached a max i mum 
nine to eleven hours after copulation , i.e., at the occur-
renee of ovulation. In a spayed female , again an augmented 
turnove r of radiophosphorus was evidenced i n the adeno-
hypophys i s , bu t in tne tuber .c iner eum the activity r emained 
approximately the same. The P-:~ Has found in organie com-
pounds having to do with carbohydrate metabolism; the 
finding s ind icate d an increase in these compounds follow-
ing coitus. It was concluded t11.at the hypohyseal - di en-
cephal ic system has a stimulatory and re gulatory a cti on 
on the process of ovulation in rabbits; t he ovaries and 
hypophysis act together as a functional unit . 
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SULPHUJ.-~ AND THE HYPOPHYS IS 
Radioactive sulphur incorporate d i n the amino acid 
methionine molecule wa s employed by Friedburg and Greenburg 
( 1S48) for interpreting t h e effe ct of the growth hormone 
from the hyp opb.y sis on protein me tabolism. Li ( 1947) had 
previous l y shown that i njections of pure growth h ormone 
i nto normal and hyp ophysectomiz ed rats caus ed an increase 
in body we i gh t and nitrogen retention. From this , it was 
n ot entirely clear whether t he greater we i ght vva s due .to 
an increased protein anabolism, or decreased protein catab -
olism, or both. They (Friec'lburg and Greenbur·g ) injected 
g rowth h ormone intr·aper·itoneally into hypophysectomiz ed 
rats for thre e days . Aft e r six h ours we t h ionine label led 
with radiosulphur 1Nas a dm i nistered intravenously. A 70 
percent increase i n uptake of S* (as me t h ionine ) was ob-
served in the musculature of t he experimental anima ls. 
The incorporation of the radiomethionine into tissue pro -
teins occurred so tlapid l y t hat protein breakdovm mus t h ave 
little influence on the S-::- con centrati on present . The 
activity of the su l phur recorded was, therefor e , a measure 
of protein synthesi s. Alt,h ough growth hormone liberated 
from the anterior pituitary promotes anabolism of prote i ns 
in muscle tissue , Friedburg ( 194 '7) had previously found a 
reduction in amino a cid uptake :,.oy t he liver follotT ing an 
inj ect ion of t he h ormone . 
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PHOSPHOHUS ~'-'l. l\J D Tlil<' 'JVAIH E S 
In an exp e:r' i ;·nent b~r Govaert s and Dallemag ne ( 1948 ) 
to determi ne t h e influen ce of folliculin on bone me tabolism, 
intramuscular i n jections of es tradiol proprionate cau s e d 
I 
a marked deposition of adr:tinistered rad ioactive phosph or u s . 
rrl'lis -.,-;a s d emon str at ed u sing the r a d ioaut ographic te ch!l i qu e 
on the b one s of growing p i ge ons ; using a · Ge i ger-•H.\-liller 
counter , t h e activit-y wa s f ound t o b e s e ve n to e i gh t time s 
t h a t i n t he b on es of a c ontr ol gr oup r e ce iving no h or mone . 
Th e acce l era t e d mi nera l meta b olisn1 wa s e vide nt in medullary 
b on e , and i n t he d iaphysis a nd e p iphys is of b one s su ch a s 
t he humerus w:n ich posse ss no medullary b one . Any n en l y 
formed b one did not concentrate ph osph orus derived frrnn 
t he i n jected r adioactive isotope , but from ph osphoru s pre -
viously stored i n t he s ke l et on . Unde r the influence of 
estradiol propriona te , bone rene wa l was almos t t en tirnes 
t h at of normal controls . It may be stated , t herefore , tha t 
t he f emale s ex h or mone cause s an i n cre ase · i n phospl1oru s 
metab olism in b one, enha n cing the g r owt h of the skele ton. 
BRot.1DTE 1-~ND 'I'HE OVAHI ES 
'h vomb l y, BcClintocl';:, anrl Enge l man ( 1948 ) to s t u dy 
t he loce.liz ati on and ex cre tion :r·outes of the f emale sex 
h or mone , inject ed it i nto r abbits, d og s, and monke;:r s i n 
1 
the f or m of dibrome strone (labe lled r•Iith rad ioactive 
bromine ). Alth ough the dibromestrone displayed no e stro-
gen ic activity, it was assumed t JJ.at it ind icatecl the rout e 
of t h e natural steroi d due to it s .close relationsh ip. 
'l'hey discovered t h at the genital tract , i. e ., t h e ute r u s , 
ovaries and t e stes, exh ibited no localization of t h e t a g g ed 
mol ecul e ; nor was t h ere a selective absorption by t h e ad-
r e na.l s , sp l een, anrl liver. The bi l e wa s found to con ce n -
trate it in r e lative ly lar ge amounts, and excre te it by 
vlay of t h e inte stine . Hov1e ver , s i gnif i can t a ct ivit :r i n t he 
urine sugge sted an nenter ohepatic c i rculation 11 by means of 
wh ich the radioes trone, r;as r e a b sorbed , talren to the l iver' 
t h en to t h e k i dney s, and excreted i n t h e urine . rL'h is v1as 
confirmed by ligat i ng t h e bi l e duct so tha t no f l ow of 
bil e could ent er t h e intestinal tra ct; only extreme l y 
sligh t a ctivity wa s e xh i b ite d b·,r t :he urine. Th e auth ors 
state t h at 
11 i f it ca n be proved t~1at an e nteroh epat ic cir-
cu l at ion p lays a rol e in the me tabol ism of all 
body steroids , as it d oes with dibr omestrone , 
urinary assay s of thes e substance s, b oth quali-
tat ive ancl quanti tatl. ve vJ i threspe ct to d isease, 
become of little significamce, s i n ce the phys io-
log ical state of t h e live r , the enz yrnes •..• and 
flora of the (intest i na l tract) ma y p lay major 
r oles in t he final product is suing from the l:id -
neys . Unless t h es e factors can be controlled 
ri g i d l y , the interpre tation of the sign ificance 
of new steroids or abnorma l steroid p atterns 
would be h ard indeed ." 
"Obviou s l y radioact ive t estosterone, prog e ster -
one , and estr one are urge ntly neede d to unlocH: 
the myster i e s of steroid metabol ism •••• " 
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.An abnormal ste roid pattern Vias reported by Dobrine 
flhoa.ds , :.:.,ieberrna.n, Hill, a nd Fieser (1944 ) in leucemic and 
cancerous subjects. rl'hey concluded that the abnormal ex-
cretion of ke tosterO.ilds indicated a. dy sfunction of the 
gona d s and/or a.drenals. Keeping in mind the above stat e-
raent by 'I'Hombly et a.l :, ( 1948 ), a.1 though one cannot indeed 
HO 
Figure 16 . 
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Cholesterol (A) , chole ste none ( B ), 
and testosterone(C). 
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if t here is a disturbed me tabolism; with the recent syn-
t hes is of t estoster one a nd ch olestenone using ractioactive 
carbon- 14 (Tur ner, 1947a; 1947b) , the pr oblem of steroid 
metabolism may, in t he not to r _istant future, . be part i a lly 
if not comp l e tely sol v ed . 
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DISCUSS ION AND COJ'TCLUS I ·JNS 
With the use of radioactive isotopes as tracers in 
TJetabolic stud i es , a nevt epoch i n research has been i n i ti-
a ted . Although i n the beginning the~were obj e ctions; 
t he ir utilization in the past few years has expanded enor-
mously. Since a radioisotope of a g iven stable element 
d iffe rs from t he e l ement only in t he propety of be i ng radio-
active, the isotope is ch emically i dentical to its naturally 
occuring r elative. It is also physiologically the same pro-
vining t he concentration is kep t low enough ao as not to 
produce changes in tissues exposed to the physical e ffects 
of its radiations . Atoms labe lled by their radioactivity , 
t here fore, have found widespread use; they permit t h e trac-
ing of elements in situ since they closely approximate the 
natura l state. 
The p ossibilities within t h e field of radioactivity 
are pract ically limitless, since the isotope s of almost 
every e l ement can be artificially produced. It is expected 
that thes e new Htools 11 of the physi olog ist will become 
still more i mportant for incre asing t h e kn owledge of the 
intricacies of life. 'fhe d isc overy and subsequent use of 
isotopic elements may be compared favorab l y with the in-
venti on and app lica tior-, of t he rr..icroscope; the day may 
come when no laboratory will be without a (1-eiger counter . 
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The measurement of radioactivity has been accom-
p lished by man·y diffe r.e.nt meth ods of 11h ich t he Geiger-
i'id1ller counter has been found the most practica l for bio-
log ical studies. The h istolog ical detection of ra d iation 
h as been demonstrated radioautographica lly. 'I'he most sat-
isfa ctory procedure seems to be that of coating s e ctions 
of tissue vrit h a t h in film of liquef,ied photographic ernul-
sion . Upon developing, automatic alignment betwe e n t h e 
film and tissue results, permitting exact l ocalization of 
the radioelemen t . If the ti ssue sections are stained first 
and coated with celloidin, and then a diluted emulsion 
y._ \,; \ •. "\( \.. ~L....,'J. 
applie d , a cytolog ical vdll indicate t he pre s ence of a 
" 
labelled isotope within t r1e cells . 
Since t h e met h od pf detection of disintegrating 
a toms is simp ler and easier t h an that of staibJle isotopes, 
the former have found increasing popularity . At prese nt 
naturally occurring isotope studies are carried out mainly 
mainly wit-h elements such as nitrogen and oxygen , wh ose 
radioactive i sotopes p ossess too short a half life. 
In t h e assay of comp ounds l abe lled with either type 
of isotope, results obtained must be carefully inter preted . 
This becomes obvious v;hen it is realize d· t h at ex change 
reactions may take place between the normal compound and 
the tracer e lement in the tagged compound. _The possibil-
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ities of exchange have been ignored by most workers in the 
field, but by a careful control of t he pH and temperature 
of a solution, exchange processes may be kept at a .minimum, 
That the thyroid exhibits the unique capacity for 
biologically s e lecting iodine from the blood vl as observed 
almost 05 years ago. In 1938 , it Has demonstrated t h at 
radioactive bromine was not accumulated by the t hyroid like 
a similar dose of radioiodine, indicating a definite phys io-
logical mechanism for this, not just an ionic interchange. 
Since the thyroid possesses this remakable ability, it wa s 
suggested that the . phylogenetic development be traced. The 
question was raise d whether the protochordate endostyle is 
t he evolutionary homologue of the vertebrate thyroid. It 
would appear that tunics tes concentrate radioactive iodine 
in their stolonic s e ptum, rather than in their endGstyle :. 
(wh ich has no morpholog ical equivalent in the more advanced 
cyclostome endostyl e ). The long accepted hypothesis that 
the thyroid and endostyle a.re homologue.s nmst be mod'ified, 
since only parts of lamprey eel endosty les exhibited the 
ability to bind organic radioiodine. It was further demon-
strated that larval lampreys and frogs accumulated I-:< early 
in embryonic life, while fetal rats did so after 90 percent 
of intra-uterine life . It vvas also found that new born 
rats under the influence of antithyroid drugs had a h i gh 
110 
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mortality rate . It appears, then, t hat functioning t hyroid 
(or t hyroid-like ) tissue is essentia l for t he deve lopment 
of animal~:Vvhich are, or will become , free living . 
\lith the employment of radioactive iodine , the t hy -
roid ha s been found to consist of three separate yet inter-
related mechanisms: the rapid removal of circulating iodide, 
its chemical transmiss ion to thyroid h or mone (thyr oglobulin), 
and subsequent dissemina tion of the iodinated protein. 
Factors which may influence thyroid function are thyrotropic 
hormone from the hypophysis, thyr oid hormone, tempera ture, 
vitamin A, exogenous and end ogenous iodine , and antithyroid 
drugs. 
An i n creased amount of thyrotropic h ormone results 
i n a hyper·plasia of the thyro id with an enhan ced ability 
to concentrat e iodide ion. Under i nt ense t hyr otropic stim-
ulation, the iodine hunger become s so great, t hat the rate 
of conversion does not corre late with the amount of i n or-
ga n ic iodide present in t he thyroid. The h istolog ical 
appe arence- of the g land af t er administration of TSH demon-
strates an increase in number of basophilic follicles. 
Autographically these follicles exhibit less radioactive 
iodine t han do t he acidophilic follicles. Since they 
met abolize iodine so rapidly, · the opportunity for storage 
is di minished. As t he organic iodine decreases in the 
thyroid, a corresponding increase may be observed in other 
tissues of the body . By withdrawal of hypophyseal stimu-
lation, the thyroid underg oes a gradual involution wi th a 
depressed ability to accumulate endogenous iodine and trans-
form it to thyroid hormone. It has - recently been 
shown, how~er, that following hypop~ysectomy, radioactive 
iodine a s thyroglobulin may be present within the thyroid 
epithelium, whereas it appears in the colloid of controls. 
The experi menters (Le Blond and Gross, 1948) state t hat in 
t he pr ocedure of preparing radioautographs, any inorganic 
radioiodide, and ra·diothyroxin would have dissolved. Any 
activity pre s ent,therefore, wa s assumed to be radi othyro-
globulin. Since the ac·C, ivi ty was in t h e follicle ce lls of 
hyp ophy sectomized animals and in the colloid of controls 
a t the same time interval, t hey claLm t hat only the rate 
of iodination is altered by removing t h e anterior p ituitary. 
They do n ot s t ate, hovfver, the extent of dissolution of 
•\ 
radiodiiodotyrosin from t he tissue sections. If it can 
I be established that diiodotyrosin, and not~hyroglobulin, 
I 
was present, the ir results wou ld corroborate Morton, Per l,. 
man, Anderson, and Chailroff ( 1942), wh o claime<'l. that hypo-
physectomy did not interfere with the conversion of iodide 
to diiodotyrosin, but did prevent the formation of thyroxin 
(and t hus t hyroglobulin). 
·men t here is a decre as ed production of t hyroid 
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h ormone , a hyperp las ia reminiscen t of t hyrotropic stirrru. la-
tion re sults. It has been demonstrated t hat i n thyroidec-
tomized anirnals the hypophysis exhibits an increased number 
of basophilic cells, mos t proba bl y evidence of an augme nted 
production of TSH. A greater t hyr oid h ormone synthesis 
results in a diminished stimulation from the anter ior pitu-
itary. Hyp ophysectomized rats were found to collect thre e 
times as much radioiodine after an injection of t hyrotropic 
h ormone, as rat s which had been injected with both TSH and 
t hyr oid h ormone. It was previously thought t hat circula -
ting t hyrotr opic h ormone wa s inactivat ed by TH , but rather 
it depresses the e laborat ion of TSH in t h e hyp ophy sis (see 
bel ow). 
Thyr oid hormone production ha s been found to va~r 
inver sely with the temperature surrounding an experimental 
animal . At t he time of exp osure to cold , more t hyroglob-
ulin is needed to keep the body temperature at a constant. 
The diminished supply pre cipitate s a release of t hyr otropic 
h ormone, t hus resulting in a faster turnover of iodine by 
the thyroid g land . 
A diet deficient in vitamin A has been found to 
produce a hyperplastic goiter, which has been sh own to be 
due to t hyrotropic stimulation. It appears that vitamin A 
is essential for optima l t hyroid hormone synt hesis. ~.~:hethe 
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excess vitamin A increases thyroid hormone formation has 
not been established. 
On a diet lack i ng i n iodine, experimental animals 
h ave been found to develop abnormal thyroid growth. Iod ine, 
if deficient, causes a di mi n ished production of the thyroid 
hormone wh ich in turn does not balance t he supply of the 
t hyr otr opic h orm one; hyperplasia resu lts. If there is an 
excess of exogenous iodine, inh i bition of h ormone synthesis 
again occurs, thus preventing a thyrotoxicosis. The t hy -
roid does, h owe ver, accun1ulate more iodide. Iodine in it-
s e lf has been shown not to exert t h is home ostatic re gula-
tion on the anter ior pituitary directly , since an inj e qtion 
of radiothyr oxin en tered the hypophys is (presumab l y to in-
hibit ) eaeier and faster t ha n injected radioiodine. Iod ine 1 
does, however, h ave a d i r e ct action on the reactions con.=. 
cerned with it s ch emical transf or ma tion in t h e t hyroid (se e 
be 1 OVJ ) • In other words, should t here be too great an a -
mount of t h is all i mportant e lement i n t h e diet , it l{e eps 
the t hyroid from utilizing all of i t and deve l oping a 
toxic g oiter. 
111hen iod i de ion does enter t h e t hyroid g l and , a 
peroxidase causes its ox idation to iod i ne ; t h e iod i ne t h en 
r eacts with t he amino acid t y ro s in to form rliiod otyrosin . 
A cytochrome -c;;tochrome oxidase system catalyzes t he ox i da-
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tion of this latter amino acid to thyroxin ., the e ssentia l 
con stituent of thyroglobulin. Although not inv olving the 
use of radioactive trace rs , rn onoiod otyrosin and d iiod o-
thyronin ( t hyroxin lack i ng t Ho iodine atoms ) have be e n 
II 
shovm to be complete l y unallied to thyroid hormone synthesis~ 
Vari ous a g ents have been found to stop t:t1e reac-
tions i nvolved in the production of the thyroid h ormon; 
they may exert their effect at any of the steps. Excess 
iodine, for example, i r1.'1. i b its the oxidation of iod i de to 
iodine . rr·he antithyroid drugs have been found to act on 
the t hyroid in d iffevent ways: some inhib i t the oxidation 
of iodid~ on ( e . g., thiourea , . thiouracil, and r e lated com-
' 
pounds) ; some, the oxidation of d iiodotyrosin (e . g ., cya-
nide , azide , a nd sulphide ions), and other s , the accumu-
lation me ch anism (e. g ., potassium thiocyanate, and the 
sulfonamides ). ':the use of these drugs has aided in the 
comprehensi.on of thyroid physiology ; radioactive iodine 
has he l ped clar i fy the mode of action of these . drugs. 
Thi s part icular phase of t hyroid physiology has f-ound ex-
t ensive a pplication in the clinica l fie l d . 
The effect of the t hyro i d on radioact ive phosph orus 1 
metabolism i~ the muscu lature is to enhance the passage of 
the e l ement across t he cell membranes. If t here is a 
d i minishe d supply of thyroglobu lin , the phosphorus is de -
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p osited in the liver and k i dneys, levering its trans fer to 
the mu s cles . An increase i n parathormone has been found 
to have a similar effect, i.e., an i n crea sed ac cumulation 
in the liver and k i dney s. The urinar7 excret ion of l abe lled 
phosphox•us was foun d to be greater aft er an inj e ct ion of 
parathyroid extract; the increase in urinary phosphorus 
vvas accompanied by a de cre ased r e tenti on in t he fumurs. 
The fema l e s ex h ormone follicul i n has been found to enhan ce 
radioph osphrus deposition in medullary, d iaphyseal, and 
ep ihpysea.l bone. Following t;hyr·opfXrathyro i dect amy , the 
urinary and fecal output of inj e cted P-:~ diminished sharply . 
With in 48 h ours, h owever, t he retention of ph osph orus be -
came depressed, resulting iu a greater ex cretion . The 
distributi on,oretention, and excre tion of the radioactive 
element was unaltered by b ilatera l nephre ct omy , indicating 
that the k i dneys p lay n o part in ph osphorus metabolis~ . 
Duribng the process of di ge stion, the absorpti on of 
fats is accomplished by pli:i.osphorylation; f or many years 
nutritionists had been uncer·tain of the effects of the 
a drenal cor t ex on the reaction. Using labelled phosphorus 
to t ra ce the metabolic process , it has been shown that al-
t h ough the exper i mental animals exhibited a mar ked adrenal 
insufficiency, bila teral extirpation· .of the swnt hes is of 
phospholipids. 
·r 
I 
,I 
I. 
To study estrogen metabolism, estrone tagged with I· 
radioactive bromine was found to concentrate in large amounts 
in none of t he organs of expe r i mental anima ls. Although 
the labe lled steroid exhibited no estrogenic activity, t h e 
similarity to the natural hormone was close enough so that 
the biochemistry of the estrone could be deduced. The 
radiodibromestrone was found mainly in the bile from which 
it was excreted by way of the intestine with the feces. 
The existence of an enterohepatic circulation was proposed 
since some of the radioactive steroid was absorbed from 
the intestine, and excreted by way of the kidneys in the 
urine. 
The current synthesis of testosterone and choles-
tenone (a product of cholesterol metabolism) containing 
radioactive_ carbon in the A ring, is ~xpected to enhance 
the knowledge of steroid biochemistry. 
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ABSTRACT 
A review of the literature regarding the history, 
and methods of production, application, and localization 
of artificial r adioactive isotopes has been presented with 
particule.r reference to their use as tracers in endocrin-
ology. 'l'he objections concerning their relative merits 
have been discussed. Since metabolic reactions may be 
labelled effectively and safely with radioisotopes, the 
knowledge of the endocrine g lands (in particular, the 
thyroid) has been augmented. 
The initial experiment using radioactive iodine 
1 for t he study of the t hyroid led to extensive research in 
experimental and clinical physiology of the gland. A 
bibliography of the clinical applications of radioiodine 
is appende.d to the text. 
'l'he fact that thyroid tissue concentrates iodine 
led to experiments concerned with the evolutionary devel-
opment of the gland. It has be en propose d that a modifi-
cation of the theory of the phylogeny of the thyroid is 
necessary. 
The homeostatic regulation of the thyroid has been 
found to involve stimulation arising from the hypophysis, 
as well as exogenous iodine. A decreased synthesis of 
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thyroid hormone acts as a timulus to an increased produc-
tion of thyrotropic horrn from the anterior pituitary. 
The formation of TB may be depressed by an iodine deficien-
cy, since iodine is select vely accumulated by the thyroid 
as iodide ion for t he synt of thyroglobulin. A per-
oxidase causes its oxidati to iodine wh ich is then in-
corpora ted in tyros in to f diiodotyrosin. A cytochrome-
cytochx'ome oxidase sy stem llows the sy nthesis of thyroxin 
to occur· from its precurs diiodotyrosin. If an insuffi-
cient supply of iodine is resent , the p:r'oduction of thy -
roglobulin is l essened. e hormone cont e nt of the b lood 
is corresponding ly decreas d, thus releasing the hypophysis 
from in_h.ibi tion. 
h ormone causes a hyperplas 
hyperplastic thyroid 
culating iodide, and also 
it to organic f orm. 
output of the t hyrotropic 
of the thyr oid gland. The 
ses a greater affinity for cir-
enhanc e d a b ility to cbnvert 
The hyperplasia is a compensatory growt h to pro-
duce more thyroid hormone. Anything causing a decreased 
synthe sis of TH results in the g oitrous cond ition. It has 
been demonstrated t hat col , vitamin A . deficiency , and t h e 
antithyroid drugs exert t h ir influence in this way . 
Us ing radioactive iodine, otass i um thiocyanate and the 
sulf onamides h ave been obs ved to cause a suppre ssion of 
t h e accumulation of iodide ion by the thyroid, thus result-
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ing in less thyroglobulin. Thiouracil, thiourea, and t heir 
derivatives have a direct eff e ct on hormone production 
without altering t he iodine collection. 
An excessive iodine intake in t he diet was sh own 
not to effect a n i ncrea se in t hyroid hormone synthesis . A 
greater production of the TH would probably act by inh ibit-
ing the elaboration of thyrotropic h ormone within the an-
terior pituitary and not by an inactivation of circulating 
TSH. Excess iodine, h owe ver , acts as a homeostatic regula~ 
tor itself. Although the inventory of inorganic iodine is 
greater in the t hyroid, the organic fraction is less. 
Large amounts of iodide ion have been found to i~hibit the 
peroxidase oxidation. 
The thyroid has also been shown to increase the 
rate of passage of radioactive phosphorus acros s the sar-
colemmae of muscle cells. In a hypothyroid condition , an 
increase of P -:~ in the liver and kidneys has also been 
found to occur upon administration of parathyroid extract. 
Parathormone caused a decre as e in the deposition of bone 
phosphorus , correlating with an increase in urinary P-o~ . 
listrogen, on the other hand caused a rapid phosphorus ac -
cumulation in the bones of growing pigeons. 
The stimulato~J and regulatory effect of the hypo-
phy seal-diencephalic sy stem on the ovulation of rabb its 
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was confirmed by a greater concentration of radiophosphorus 
in the adenohypophysis and the ovaries, t he maximwn being 
at the time of ovulation. 
By the use of methionine labelled v; ith radiosulfur, 
protein anab olism has been shown to be more rapid follow-
ing injections of growth hormone from the anterior pi tui-
tary. The opposite is true in the liver; that is, an in-
creased catabolism. 
Using a labelled estrogen (radiodibromestrone ) it 
has been d$rnonstrated that none of t he body tissues accumu-
late the steroid to any marked degree. The excre tion route 
was found to be by way of the bile into the intestine . An 
enterohepatic circulation has been sugge sted, since some 
estrone was resorbed from the intestine into the blood and 
left the body in the urine. 
A reference to the recent synthesis of testosterone 
a nd cholestenone tagged with radioactive carbon is presente~ 
it is pr oposed that they will aid in tracing steroid me tab-
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